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Chapter

12 The Technical Model
Third Model

This chapter is the last of the four chapters that form the heart of the book. It will:
■

detail the creation of the final design model from the initial design model we now
have;

■

get us to a position where the “fourth model” – the code itself – should require,
with only a little exaggeration, just the curly brackets and the semi-colons;

■

use program code examples more extensively;

■

illustrate how the design patterns help us;

■

complete the consideration of UML state machine diagrams;

■

carry out more exercises on the worked case study.

In contrast with many approaches where classes appear pretty soon after page one, we have
laid some groundwork first. It might not have taken us too long – I’ve known medium-sized
(40 to 100 person–months) projects where the initial iteration over the first and second
models only required a few weeks – but now we embark on the trickiest, the most creative,
the most inventive, the most imaginative phase with some useful and dependable ideas.
Now, I have a late confession to make. I can’t actually teach you to be inventive, imaginative and creative. For example, imagine we were to lay out the nature of a certain kind of
problems I have in mind, and that we had learned a reasonably powerful programming language, and furthermore that we were aware of a whole bunch of design nostrums and metrics. How many of us could invent the spreadsheet or hypertext?
We mustn’t get downhearted however, it’s going to be quite an achievement to come up
with the adequate; the inspired will be a rare bonus.
What we can do is describe the technology, present design principles and nostrums, and
some design criteria and metrics. We will also, of course, show what the third model consists
of and how it is presented in the UML.
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There is, however, at least one other resource that can nurture any lurking design talent,
and that can be used as a valuable design resource: patterns. They’re available, we can use
them, and we can let them teach us.
Design patterns, or just patterns, are reusable micro-architectures that solve commonly
recurring design problems. We introduced patterns at the start of this section (Design Patterns on page 259), and we will be referring to them in this chapter as illustrations of design
principles. An example of a pattern would be the GoF iterator (or external iterator). Many
libraries had struggled for years to provide collections that could iterate over themselves;
what had worked out better, in several places and at several times, was to devolve responsibility for iterating to a separate specialist object.
Although we won’t plough through a catalog of patterns – there are plenty of books and
web sites for that – example patterns will be described in order to show how they illustrate
design issues.
So this chapter aims to present:
■

deliverables

■

principles

■

criteria

■

metrics

■

patterns

■

and UML

and hopes to foster a state of readiness for inspiration and inventiveness to strike.
We will start with some summaries of where we are and what the next deliverables are.
We will then delve into the details of the type system, concrete classes, relationships, methods, instance variables, etc.

12.1 The Three-Model Proposal Revisited
First we ensured that we had our brief, our contract – our requirements. Next we constructed our first model, focusing on what was out there (subject matter and, perhaps, existing systems), focusing on the facts, on the definitive, focusing on those things that helped
start us off toward a good object architecture. Next we worked on the sets of object
instances predicted by the subject matter focusing on their external characteristics, via the
messages they got, from outside and from each other. Inspirations as to magnificent object
inventions may also have occurred during this phase.
With these emerging ideas as to the necessary kinds of objects and their message accepting interfaces, we now have the evidence to establish the type system and the concrete
classes. Notice that we do not yet have any evidence as to implementation inheritance relationships; that will come, and be used, later still.
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12.2 What Have We Got?
We have, arrayed before us, at least the following:
■

architecture proposals

■

technology choices

■

requirements

■

analysis models

■

object type structural diagrams

■

interaction diagrams

■

design patterns

12.3 What Do We Want?
Although all this will be covered in detail, I will summarize the deliverables here.

12.3.1 Primary deliverables
Concrete classes
Concrete classes are classes that can be, and are intended to be, instantiated. They make
object instances. They tend to have instance variables, and their methods are fully coded.
We saw in the original three-model proposal that the class mechanism has been added to
over the last couple of decades so that a class can fulfill several roles, and is rather complicated. Concrete classes are at one end of a spectrum of use of classes (see Interfaces and
Classes on page 39).
Concrete classes are what one tends to meet first, particularly when learning object-oriented programming. Early methods also tended to focus on concrete classes.
(It’s not clear exactly what the UML expects for the indication of a concrete class. Closest probably, is the keyword (“stereotype”) implementation class. In this book, a multibox bearing the keyword «implementation class» and with no abstract constraint is a concrete class.)
We will want concrete classes of course; but that’s not the only thing, or even the most
important thing, that is to be developed. That would be reverting to naïve design. We
mustn’t slip back into inside-out or naïve design even at this late stage.
Here is another very useful mantra, something to get embroidered on a sampler and
hung over the bed: “Variables have a type; objects have types and a class.” If that means
nothing at all to you right now, all will be explained very shortly.
Types are possibly an even more important deliverable than classes.
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Types
Terminology

We have an immediate danger we must clarify first. The word “type” is one of the most
heavily used words we have in computer science. The only way to avoid hopeless confusion
is to ensure that it’s always accompanied by an adjective. The types we’ve met so far are:
supertype, subtype, attribute type, object type, parameter type and return type (we could even have said
entity type, but to cut down on the use of the pestiferous word, I have used the term entity
set instead). To that list we now add variable type and abstract type. In fact, usually when I
say variable type in this context, I will be taking it to include parameter type and return type,
as both of these are typed and have content that is variable.
You may well have been thinking, “Haven’t we just done types?” What we considered in
the previous model was object type. The previous model was termed the object type model
because the UML keyword for the main diagram constituent was «type». Another way of
phrasing what those constituents were, would be “type of object”, or “sort of object” or
“kind of object”, as seen from outside from the perspective of their client objects.
We have been steadily approaching the technology; and we now move closer still. Contributing in a major way to the flexibility of well-designed object-oriented code are the
abstract types of the language: the interfaces (and perhaps abstract classes) of Java and C#
and the abstract classes of C++. The abstract types referred to in this model are technological types. If the main consideration of the previous model was the objects’ interfaces (general sense of the word, our concern now move toward interfaces (technical sense of the
word).
Yes, even more potential confusion. “Interface”, of course, is also a very common word
in engineering. Just about everything has an interface. In the UML, however, interface has
a more limited and precise meaning. Handily, it’s exactly equivalent to a Java or C#
interface. Less happily it’s not exactly equivalent to anything in C++. C++ers will have to
mentally pronounce interface as “pABC” (some say “pabs”; some say “pea eh bee sea”).
More on these later.
Summing up, we have just decided upon some kinds of objects we know we will have to
be able to bring into being and that we will have to house in variables, arguments and
returns; to bring those objects into being we will need some concrete classes; and to safely
house those objects in variables, arguments and returns we will have to decide exactly which
language types to define. Although, technically, concrete classes can act as types for variables in Java, C# and C++, they are not very flexible and don’t support polymorphism,
whereas the abstract types of the languages do support polymorphism.1

1. This terminology business is a nightmare. Rather than invent my own terms, I am trying to use the
most commonly encountered terms. And object type (from the UML) and abstract type (from general computer science theory) are what we end up with.
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Dependency

Take a look at just about any powerful framework, like EJB or CORBA for example, and
you find that great care and attention has gone into choosing the abstract types that the
framework user will become dependent on, and which cannot easily be changed later,
should they turn out to be wrong. Such a framework will take great pains to avoid making its
users dependent on today’s concrete classes that might easily change or diversify tomorrow.
An example

Take a CRC session, working on some use case. This CRC session has told us we will need a
Surveillance type. The accompanying interaction diagram has shown us how version 1’s
objects could collaborate to enact the use case. Furthermore we have established that such a
type of object will at least be messaged for Duration when(), Location where(), and Distance distanceFrom(Location incident). That CRC, however, was just one of several CRC
sessions. We have looked at several CRC results, and are seeing a couple of common themes
emerging. The implementation language is to be Java, and so for our third model’s abstract
types we choose to include the following interfaces:
■

Incident

■

Observation

■

ObservationPlatform

■

Location

■

Address

■

Dwelling 2

and we choose to include the following concrete classes:
■

ObservationWindow

■

House

■

Apartment

■

ObservationVehicle

■

VideoTapeSurveillance

Notice how the name Surveillance from the object type model has evolved into part of
a concrete class name.3 Sometimes you realize that a second model name hints at a concrete
2. interface names often end in -able or -ible: Inhabitable rather than Dwelling. Personally, I don’t have so
many -bles because of their mildly passive implication – I’m usually trying to stress object empowerment.
3. It is very useful to actually be able to look up and track such evolution. You might be a level 3 organization successfully getting into sophisticated version control, configuration management and traceability,
and your tools might help you follow links from one model to the next (the UML has a relationship a
tool could portray – the «refine» relationship). To do that kind of thing properly and meaningfully is
difficult for level 3 organizations; often it isn’t feasible for typical level 1 or level 2 organizations; they
might use comments and notes.
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class of the third model; sometimes you realize that a second model name hints at an
abstract type of the third model; and sometimes you find that a second model name was a
little sloppy and vague and it doesn’t survive at all.
In general we like concrete class names to be “narrow” and to speak in terms of realization; we like abstract type names to be “broader” and to speak of role.4
Let’s review the mantra, “Variables have a type; objects have types and a class” in the
light of this example. (Figure 12.1 also illustrates the mantra.)
There is an object referenced by5 a variable. The variable has the type ObservationPlatform. The class of the object is House. It so happens that the class House has a superclass
AbstractHouse. To make it all work, continuing with Java or C# as our example language,
the House class declares that it implements the ObservationPlatform interface.
So the variable has a type – ObservationPlatform. The object has a class – House. The object,
in Java or C#, has four types – House, AbstractHouse, ObservationPlatform and Object. (That
last one is because Java and C# are among the languages that have a root class, or primordial class, from which all classes are ultimately descended, and because the only kind of
inheritance in Java and C# is type-sharing inheritance.)
Figure 12.1
Variables have
types; objects have
classes

Our object
peg : SquareWooden
Our variable
hole : Square
Object’s class

Variable’s type

«implementation class»

«interface»

SquareWooden

Square

«implementation class»

RoundWooden

«interface»

Wooden

Change cases

Change cases can be very helpful at this stage. When you are trying to discern which
abstract types will be best, and are thus trying to home in on general, minimal, message signature sets, change cases can help you test your generality. “I’m thinking that a House
4. Class names wouldn’t be politically correct – TallBlondeFemale; interface names would – Receptionist.
5. Typically, objects aren’t found in variables. A typical variable’s variability is in its value, not its size. Fitting different polymorphic objects into a variable isn’t feasible. References, pointers or addresses, however, are all the same size, so just about all languages handle polymorphic objects via reference not value.
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interface might be a good idea. This change case says, however, that a future version may

well want to extend house-to-house enquiry logging to cover shopkeepers as well. Perhaps
Dwelling, Premises or Address would be better. (Of course, the analysis may well have already
furnished these as they are the terms actually in use in one of our input cultures.)
One more take

The above is so important that I’m going to cover it one more time from a slightly different
point of view. There were proposals, during its early days, that object-orientation had a fundamental conflict at its heart: that reuse would tend to be in conflict with encapsulation and
information hiding, because it would be difficult to reuse something that was hidden. That
was quickly sorted out once we realized that the implementation of a class was distinct from
its interface, and that it was the class’ implementation that was hidden – the data by privacy
and the methods by the message mechanism; and that it was the class’ interface – the signatures of the public methods – that was exposed and that might be reused.
Despite that, reuse still wasn’t all that easy to achieve. It was observed that it was difficult
to predict, from first principles, how a class would eventually get reused, and thus that there
was a risk of exposing more of a class than was necessary.
However, once we realized that type and class are distinctly different, the difficulty was
eased. In most places where objects are being used, there is no need to expose today’s
classes at all. Variables (including parameters and returns) can be typed with abstract types
while the object instances that they reference can come not only from today’s conformant
classes but equally well from tomorrow’s conformant classes as well.
(The astute among you may have spotted the potentially fatal flaw in the above – construction necessarily involves concrete classes. That’s why factory patterns are so important.
More on them later. See Factories and prototypes on page 432.)

12.3.2 Secondary deliverables
Continuing our outside-in progress, having started by identifying types, and having progressed to identifying concrete classes, we now consider the make-up of the classes.
Methods
The things we find “just behind” a class’ interface are the methods. After all, in typical languages today, it’s the signatures of the non-private methods that constitute a class’ interface.
A method is an object-oriented function (or procedure, or routine) if you like. It’s helpful
to employ a different term, because methods are used differently from functions. Whereas a
traditional function is called directly by another function, and thus the two are directly coupled, a method is indirectly coupled. A method messages an object and that object, through
its class, selects the responding method. Whereas diversification of called functions requires
changes to calling functions, diversification of messaged-for methods requires no changes
to message-sending methods, provided abstract types have been used appropriately.
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Methods are run by object instances not by other methods. In common with functions,
the “closest” data available to a method are the local variables and the arguments. Also
available, however, and “next closest” are the instance variables of the instance running a
method. We move on to them next.
When a method sends a message to another object, the coupling is to the (abstractly
typed) variable through which the message is sent, not to the method itself. One method
doesn’t “call” another. One method, being run by an object, messages an object, and the
messaged object then runs a method with a matching signature, from its class (or superclass).
A change, such as the addition of an alternative implementation of a method, need not
change the “caller”. Such changes can be slipped in, almost un-noticed, via polymorphism.
Alternative implementations are brought by new classes bearing variant methods using the
original signature. When added, if we got the type system right in the first place, new classes
can also conform to the type of the variable through which the message is sent, and thus the
“caller” doesn’t need to know whether it’s messaging an object of an original class, or an
object of an added class, because their objects can all carry the same type. When the message
arrives, at run time, the class of the receiving object will determine the method to be run.
This, of course, is the late or dynamic binding we discussed earlier.6
Instance variables
Almost the last things that need nailing down. There were some very early methods, perhaps allowing themselves to be a little too influenced by database design, that began with the
instance variables. Although a useful picture of an object is as an active package of state that
exhibits identity, the exact make-up of the state isn’t strategically important. After all,
instance variables are the most opaquely encapsulated.7
It should be mentioned that not all the objects, of this model at least, have state – the
occasional algorithm object, for example, might be stateless. (And not all the objects of this
model have strong identity; increasingly in this model, like the previous one, value objects
will be needed. We will return to value objects in just a moment.)
Figure 12.2 shows a class in what is sometimes called the “wheel” picture. At its heart a
class defines the instance variables – the variables that each instance will carry its own copy
of (“slots” in UML 2). They are hidden by nothing more than declaring them private.
The wheel picture

The wheel of Figure 12.2 is quite a useful picture so I will finish its description. “Surrounding” the instance variables, and the only code blocks allowed to access them, provided the
instance variables are private, are the methods of the class. Of course, they are held just
6. This assumes that if C++ is your language, you are using polymorphic member function (polymorphic
being spelled “virtual” in C++.
7. Provided you follow the PRIME DIRECTIVE. And you will follow the prime directive, won’t you? All
instance variables are private. Exceptions come only when there’s a blue moon, the wolf lays down with the
sheep and a jury of twelve good and true object gurus agree that there’s a compelling justification.
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once; it would be quite pointless for each instance to carry around its own copy. Methodspecific variables needed on a per-invocation basis (local variables), are transient and are
conveniently held on a run time stack8 in most modern languages.
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Figure 12.2
The definitions of a
class

Like the instance variables, the methods are behind that thick “information hiding and
encapsulation” line. Unlike variables, methods do not have to be declared private to hide
them. Methods have the innate shielding of the message mechanism. It is not possible, with
regular object-oriented programming, in regular object-oriented programming languages,
for one method to become directly aware of and dependent on another method. One
method cannot directly call another method, messages are used instead, as was just
explained in the Methods section on page 321.
(This characteristic of object technology, where functions no longer call functions and
functions no longer look after the data, but where data messages data and data looks after
functions has been referred to previously as the inversion of program structure.)
Looking a little more deeply into Figure 12.2, we see a couple of methods whose signatures have made it into the interface. Those are regular methods that would have been
declared with something like public or package visibility. There are other methods, however, whose signatures haven’t made it into the interface; they can’t be messaged for by
other objects. Those methods would have been declared with something like private or
protected (UML/C++ meaning) visibility; they are available for self-messaging only.
One last thing before we leave the “wheel” diagram. In addition to seeing methods that
aren’t backing interface messages, we see a message that isn’t backed by a method. This is
representing what would be an inherited capability in many languages. The object happily
8. In a typical modern language, when a code block is entered, any local variables, along with copies of
any arguments passed by value, are pushed onto a stack. When the code block is exited, its stack entry is
popped. This is how functions can call themselves, and methods can message for themselves, without
getting their local variables tangled up (recursive functions and methods).
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accepts the message but the responding method has been provided by a superclass. Figure
12.2 isn’t an official depiction, however, so Figure 12.3 shows how the UML pictures a class
with its methods and instance variables.
Figure 12.3
A UML class
depiction
«implementation class»

ConcreteClass
«methods»

+ service1(): returnType
+ service2(): returnType
- secretCode(): returnType
…
«instance variables»

- instanceVariable: varType
…

Values and value objects

Some of an object’s instance variables hold values. That is to say, they hold things that don’t
themselves exhibit identity. They would not normally have surfaced as entities in the first
model; if they surfaced at all it would have been as attributes. Nearly all current object-oriented programming languages offer us value or primitive types – like int and float – that we
can use to implement such values. (Smalltalk doesn’t offer primitive types. Smalltalk is
somewhat obsessional: objects are so good that everything but everything is an object.)
We often decide, however, that while a primitive type is the first and most obvious possibility, an object might well be a better idea. When Java did a less than optimal first Date
implementation, it wasn’t too impactful to change later because Date in the Java library was
an object, rather than a primitive as it was in, say, the C++ library. We often choose an object
to represent a value when, for example, we need to avoid the units problem:9 “should we
store the temperature in Celsius or in Fahrenheit?”; “should we store the angle in radians or
degrees?” Such value objects, however, don’t exhibit the strong identity we find with objects
that have always been objects – objects that started their career as entities in the subject
matter model.
Some current languages – certainly Java and Smalltalk – don’t allow us to actually store
value objects by value, i.e. with “physical” – memory within memory – containment.
Although Temperature and Angle might be value objects to the designer, technically they can
only be stored by reference (i.e. by a mechanism that is actually, or effectively, an address).
C++ on the other hand gives us the choice: one C++ object can hold another C++ object by
value or by reference. (At the time of writing – early 2004 – I am still forming my opinion
about C#’s novel value arrangements with struct/class and will say no more here.)
9. Another neat alternative is to standardize on underlying units – meters, kilograms and seconds for
example – and to define a bunch of symbolic conversion constants – miles, lbs for example. Then one
can write expressions like averageSpeed = 420 * miles / (1.3 * hours).
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Object references

Some instance variables don’t hold values; rather they are there to implement relationships.
They allow one object to implement its ongoing awareness of one or more other objects.
Later, we will need to look at the gory details of implementing one-to-many relationships.
Hopefully, as it’s very, very predictable and very, very monotonous, future object-oriented programming languages will allow us simply to declare relationships instead of always
having to be implementing them ourselves, as programmers.10
Constructors
Constructors are implicitly or explicitly present in most object-oriented programming languages, although for most people, “constructor” is a counter-intuitive term. Constructors
don’t usually carry out the actual fabrication of the object (in C++, for example, an object’s
memory is allocated automatically on the stack, or dynamically by a function called operator
new). No, a constructor is really an initializer – it sets a new object’s initial values and identities.
In many ways, constructors are ungainly things. It’s nice that Java’s design, for example,
requires us to use fewer constructors. The exact mix of constructors needed tends to vary
from application to application, and choosing the constructors that are required is often a
late activity. (In fact, as we shall see, constructors are sufficiently awkward that we sometimes go to great lengths to hide them from the bulk of the code – in factory methods and
classes, for example.)
Main
Most languages today have a separate compilation model. Object technology has obviated
the program.11 An obvious question for the programmer, and the linker or interpreter, is,
“Where do we start?”
In all of our example languages – Java, C# and C++ – there is something called main().
There are often different ways to start up, but at least main is a mechanism common to all
three. In C++ it’s a global function (it gets called). In Java and C# it’s a method. Actually it’s
not an instance method, it’s a class method, so it still gets called12 (rather than messaged
for). Main is where execution begins. Because it isn’t run by an object, in object-oriented
10. Surely we ought just to be able to declare that class A’s instances must/might be in a one-towardmany/many-toward-one/etc. relationship with some of class B’s instances. Some properties will be compile time properties and other properties might be deployment properties or run time properties. It
would be nice if performance and insertion requirements were deployment time decisions. Such facilities
are available in several frameworks, but not in normal object-oriented programming languages yet.
11. In the early days there was a program. The very earliest programs were usually monolithic and unpartitioned. In the middle ages there was still THE PROGRAM; it was modular by then but it still was listable;
it had a beginning, middle and end. Today there’s no such thing as THE PROGRAM.
12. Because class methods (static is the actual, somewhat bizarre keyword) are called rather than messaged for, because they are not run by a particular object instance, they are pretty close to classic functions, and that’s why code that claims an object orientation, shouldn’t have too many of them.
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software, main will tend to restrict itself to bringing the necessary initial set of object
instances into being, and connecting them to the interface technology, be it GUI event loop,
command line interpreter, or whatever.
Interfacing
Good interfaces and appropriate connectivity between the interfaces and the application are
vital. We talked a little bit about the “model/view” separation earlier on. The ideal situation
is that the application is developed such that today’s interface choice is easily decoupled. For
example, it is quite often the case that at some point in a product’s life, you will want to be
able to drive certain things from scripts rather than from, say, a GUI. You will bless the day
you decided to have a clear and clean separation of the GUI (a view) from the application
(the model), and loose coupling between them, rather than curse the day you were seduced
into just sticking some code behind some flashy, dragged and dropped screen widgets.
Interface design, certainly human interface design, is rather different from application
design: it’s not as difficult to get right – for one thing, it’s obvious to all if you have a poor
interface, but it’s not obvious enough if your application architecture is crap.13 Also there is
a very good chance that you won’t have to program it yourself, that you will be able to work
at a higher, more appropriate level, with tools such as GUI design tools. This book already
risks making your arms ache when you read it in bed, so as there are already many excellent
books on interface design, we will not be going there.

12.3.3 Just a minute; what about inheritance?
Some of you will have spotted that we’ve hardly mentioned inheritance – that is inheritance of
implementation. (Terminology subtleties will be covered when we get to the detailed coverage
that starts on page 328.) Some of you may be thinking, “I was reading a book on object-orientation the other day, and inheritance was the first chapter.” Some of you may have seen
definitions that made inheritance a fundamental part of object-orientation.
As you will discover in the details that follow, inheritance didn’t bestow the hoped-for
benefits easily, and it brings with it certain risks. For that reason, these proposals make
implementation inheritance one of the last things you do, rather than one of the first.

12.4 The USPs of Object-Orientation Revisited
Before launching in to the details of this phase, it would probably be a good idea to remind
ourselves of the benefits and unique selling points of object-orientation. While object technology isn’t the only game in town, it is among the most likely; and it is the assumed technology of this book.
13. A losing first throw in a popular game of chance using dice.
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We want our design to ensure that we actually enjoy the benefits of object-orientation.
To switch to a more sophisticated and complex technology than, say Pascal or C, and yet
not get the benefit is clearly crazy.

12.4.1 An organizing principle
In the beginning there was the monolithic program. That was good for one person working
on up to 100 (significant, logical) lines of code. Some organization was required to get to
several people working on 10,000 lines of code. Structured programming became accepted.
Yet more organization was required to get to 100,000 lines of code. Data structures and
strategically deployed subroutines (structured design) became accepted.
Our ambitions have exceeded even the organizing capabilities of the structured eras. So
packages, abstract types, abstract classes and concrete classes give us yet more organizing
and management possibilities.
(And of course you don’t have to have large systems, it’s a nice technology even if you
have small systems.)

12.4.2 Encapsulation and information hiding
David Parnas began to talk about the “need to know principle” or “information hiding” as
it was then phrased, back in the early 1970s. While the data structure of the structured era
was important, it didn’t do information hiding – you did need to know the names and types of
the fields of the data structure. If it was encapsulation, it was transparent encapsulation.14
Hiding private data behind the method code of classes, by declaring them private, means
that one doesn’t need to know about the details of the data structure that now forms the
heart of an object instance.
Hiding method diversification behind messages and abstract types removes yet another
need to know.
So object technology brings a welcome and significant reduction in the coupling
between our software elements. The impact of change is much reduced and much more predictable.

12.4.3 Flexibility
With a strategic use of messages and abstract types, frameworks can be built that are ready
for, and welcoming of, variation and extension.
You don’t have to be planning something as grand as a framework, however. Flexibility,
or malleability, will be welcome in any piece of software. After all, our problem isn’t writing
software, the problem is modifying software so that it works and continues to work. Some14. I’ve always found it difficult to distinguish encapsulation from information hiding and don’t really
make a distinction.
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times the required modification is “ignoble”, and is just fixing a fault; sometimes the modification is “noble”, and a fine piece of software is becoming even more powerful by
working on a greater range of inputs.

12.5 The Type System
We have completed a first-pass survey of the deliverables. Now we start our detailed coverage, this time with the type system and the interface first.

12.5.1 Keep it simple
In one sense concrete classes are more complicated than pure abstract types, in that they
have more mechanisms associated with them – plenty of cogs, shafts and springs to learn
about. On the other hand, pure abstract types have more subtleties we must get our heads
around – indeed it took many years for language designers to figure out those subtleties. So
the type system gets to go first.
It is beneficial to able to type variables, parameters and returns without saying anything
about implementation. In our models, in UML, we may well have done exactly that, by having «interface» boxes as well as «implementation class» boxes.
What is a pure type? Type describes interchangeability. Type is really a rather clever
notion. When something asks for a simple thing like an integer for example, there are an
infinite number of suitable values but there are also an infinite number of unsuitable values.
What does “type” mean when applied to something more sophisticated – an object?
For two object instances to be interchangeable, they must accept the same set of message
signatures. So the type of an object is the set of message signatures it accepts. OK, so is
there a mechanism in the languages that can specify that and that alone? Is there a mechanism that will allow us to define a set of message signatures that we can use as a reasonably
strongly checked type, without involving any implementation detail whatsoever, like code and variables? There is. Unfortunately it isn’t the same mechanism in each of the likely languages. In
just a moment we are going to have to get rather technical about the language mechanisms,
if we want to appreciate fully what we are going to try to do.
Figure 12.4
Types and concrete
classes
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So, we will find a way to define some named message signature sets to use as types; and
we will specify some concrete classes whose instances will realize those types. We are almost
certain to find code and state that is common to two or more concrete classes. We will make
a note and in a later phase, when the types and concrete classes have stabilized – for example, when any changes brought about by test, debug and fix have been actioned and regression tested – we will move common code and variables into abstract superclasses that we
will create.
That last point is quite an important one. (Less than purely) abstract classes come later.
The problem with an ABC (as opposed to a pABC ) is that you will be forced to try to do
two jobs with one relationship. When a subclass declares its superclass it will be saying,
“That’s the place I get one of my types from; and that’s also the place I get some of my
implementation from. It’s obviously more difficult to correctly place a relationship that gets
two things right than gets one thing right. And there’s no particular need to do both things
at once. Type is strategic but implementation inheritance is tactical.
Start with pure abstract types and concrete classes. Leave abstract classes until later.
That’s how the book has been organized anyway; I’m not going to tell you about abstract
classes and implementation inheritance until later. Java and C# programmers will find this
less unusual than will C++ or Smalltalk programmers.
One teensy danger
OK there is one little danger with this approach. Concrete classes might be left with duplicate code that misses getting factored up into those later-appearing superclasses. We must
ensure we know where common implementation is suspected to lie. (Notice that until we’ve
tested, and possibly corrected, the software, we won’t know where the duplicated implementation lies, we will only suspect.) Some of you might not take this advice and you will create
the ABCs early (and then have to significantly change them later); but those who decide to
wait for the evidence before choosing the ABCs will need to make notes or, if using C++,
use a #include. (Even some developers who aren’t using C++ have bodged a preprocessor
into use.)15

12.5.2 Implementing abstract types
In this section, because of the importance of an abstract type system and because of wide
variation in the programming languages, it is necessary to go into an unusually large amount
of detail as to how the programming languages work. Instances tend to be much the same in
all languages, classes vary a bit, but abstract types vary a lot.

15. For those of you who haven’t done C or C++, #include is a directive to a text-editing preprocessor,
e.g. GNU’s cpp. If you are using a Windows machine that has Microsoft’s cl.exe compiler, you can use:
cl /EP /C Thing.j > Thing.java
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Languages
We will start to make more use of language examples. I will use three languages: Java,
C# and C++. Sometimes I will have to give three listings, but sometimes, if you will
allow me a little latitude, I will be able to give one listing to cover both Java and C#
where the differences are trivial. There are a couple of keywords – virtual and override – that C# insists on (they are the default in Java). C# doesn’t have keywords for
implements (realizes) or extends (inherits); it uses the, somewhat more cryptic, “:”
symbol for both. Also, I will follow one capitalization style throughout – the Smalltalk/Java style. A common C++ style would use underscores rather than capitalization. C# style tends toward grocers’ capitals. (The “grocer’s apostrophe” – random
and unhelpful apostrophes – “apple’s 80p a pound” – is well known. Like C#, my
local grocer also puts capitals in random and unhelpful places – “best spanish
Onions”.)
Programming languages presented us with types and type checking early on. The original
types available were somewhat limited or “primitive” and were what we today term concrete
types. We basically had numeric, textual, and perhaps boolean types. By concrete we mean that
a type talked about content and its interpretation as a value of some kind, as in Figure 12.5.
Figure 12.5
Primitive and
concrete

int i;
i = 3;
i = “ a string”;

// OK
// not OK; compiler flags an error

Type checking proved invaluable, and very few languages since then have decided to dispense with type checking. Languages that do dispense with type checking make it much
more difficult to develop industrial strength software. With type checking, expressions on
right-hand-sides of assignments are checked to ensure that their evaluated type is compatible with assignees on left-hand-sides; argument expressions are checked against parameter
declarations; and return expressions are checked against method declarations.
Data structures (like Pascal’s record or C’s struct), see Figure 12.6, gave us the ability to
extend the type system of primitive types provided by the languages, with user defined
types. User defined types applied to variables, parameters and returns were still type
checked.
Classes, and their forebears in Ada and Modula, brought the possibility of a new kind of
type, one that was not based on content and value. Assuming private instance variables and
some non-private methods, the type of an object started to express what the object could
do rather than what it contained, as shown in Figure 12.7. Notice that I’ve avoided the term
“abstract type”, because in this book in this section, that term carries a slightly more
restricted meaning, which we are coming to now.
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Figure 12.6
User defined and
still concrete

Figure 12.7
User defined and no
longer concrete

struct customer {
string name;
string addressLine1;
// …
}
customer best;

Java/C#
class Customer {
public String where() { /* etc. */ }
// …
private String name;
private Address address;
}
Customer best;
// …
salesperson.go(best.where());

The simplest class – that which we are terming a concrete class or implementation class
– adds a new, checkable type to the type system. Such a class type brings benefits already
noted: organization and reduced impact of change. However, a variable so typed is restricting itself to just one implementation of object instances. We can make very abstract types
(termed just abstract types henceforth), however, which when used on variables, etc., say
exactly what we can expect of the object presented by the variable, parameter or return,
without saying anything about how it’s implemented, not even the concrete class that implemented it.
With these abstract types, we open up the third benefit of object technology: flexibility
and extensibility through polymorphism.
Late binding and strong typing
It wasn’t immediate apparent, however, in the first object-oriented programming languages
as to how one could achieve polymorphism and keep strong type checking. Surely it was
contradictory to say on the one hand that a variable, etc. could make available an object
instance that could be from a range of concrete classes, and yet on the other hand, still be
able to check the fitness of that object for its purpose?
Strong typing is typically taken to mean compile-time type checking. Late binding needs
a little explaining. Binding time is a general idea in software engineering. Since the very
beginning, we’ve thought about value binding. Some part of the program is intended to
convey a value – primitive or otherwise. At what time does the actual value get established
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or bound? One of the earliest possible binding moments is during the writing of the code,
also known as hard-coding of values. Generally we frown on hard-coding; we prefer parameterization, through variables, etc. we can get later binding and more flexibility.
Another kind of binding occurs in object technology. In addition to value binding there
is code binding. Given a message to an object, when is the message bound to the code (the
method) that responds to it? The first and most obvious possibility, is compile-time binding.
The compiler sees the message (we usually say the signature of the message because the
compiler takes several things into account when characterizing a message) and the compiler
generates a call to a method. However, that isn’t polymorphism; such a scheme would fix
the responding code to a single method. If we want polymorphism16 we will have to have
run time, or dynamic, binding. The compiler will have to generate code that, at run time,
looks up the class of the object that is receiving the message, looks in its class for an appropriate method (using the signature still) and runs that code, using that object’s instance variables.
So, if we want all the benefits of object-orientation, we will want strong typing and late
binding. But can we have both? Surely it’s a contradiction. Well it is possible to have reasonably strong typing and late binding, but it wasn’t immediately apparent as to how it could be
done.
One of the difficulties in explaining typing and binding, apart from the interaction
between typing and binding, is the different directions that the various languages have
taken.
One early language – Smalltalk – abandoned checking the types of variables,17 etc., considering polymorphism and late binding essential. (This isn’t a necessary characteristic of
Smalltalk. Indeed, with the greater expertise available to us today, we have a strongly typed
Smalltalk called Strongtalk.) To this day, the other surviving early language – C++ – shows
evidence of having taken the other fork. The default in C++ (and, to an extent, C# for that
matter) is early, static binding; you have to ask for late binding.
C++

C++ began its life, in 1979, as Bjarne Stroustrup’s C with Classes. One of its immediate goals
was to strengthen the type system of the C language. It was later, in 1982, that polymorphism was made possible, via the oddly named virtual functions. They were called virtual not
because they weren’t really there (which is what a lot of beginners assume), but because
Simula – an early Algol extension that had inspired Stroustrup’s desire for an object orienta16. In general when we talk about polymorphism in this book we are referring to what others might term
dynamic, i.e. run time polymorphism. We are not usually talking about what some call static polymorphism such as that provided by C++’s templates (Java’s generics are slightly different again). For our purposes, if the message sending code is separate (in a separate “file”) from the responding methods, the
message sending code typically won’t need to be recompiled if a new conformant object is added to the
system, even to a running system in some situations.
17. It is sometimes, incorrectly, said that Smalltalk is untyped. Objects are typed: objects come from
classes. Variables, parameters and returns, on the other hand, all have the same type – Object, the primordial class, the class at the root of the class hierarchy – and thus are effectively untyped, and are not typechecked.
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tion for C – had used a mechanism called a virtual function table. (If only they had called
them polymorphic functions or late-bound functions, generations of students would not
then have confused virtual (i.e. polymorphic, object-oriented) functions with abstract functions!18)
What C++ decided to do was press the inheritance structure into use to double as a type
structure. Broadly speaking two kind of inheritance are provided: implementation-sharing
inheritance as well as type- and implementation- sharing inheritance. Inheritance for implementation-sharing only is called private inheritance whereas it’s public inheritance that is the
implementation and type sharing inheritance. (And that means, given the findings of the last
decade or so, that object-oriented C++ers will not usually be interested in private inheritance. More on this later.)
So although C++ doesn’t have a direct implementation of an interface, its equivalent
can be created indirectly. This is where it all gets a little bit complicated but here goes.
A C++ pointer variable, etc. can be typed as a pointer to a superclass (base class in C++
terminology). It won’t actually point at instances of this superclass, however. Following a
style guideline that’s been mentioned several times now, we tend not to instantiate superclasses for a couple of good reasons (see Why are superclasses abstract? on page 395). No, such
a pointer will actually be used to point at instances of classes that publicly inherit from
(derive from in C++ terminology) the superclass in question. And provided that we insert
the virtual keyword appropriately, and provided that we restrict ourselves to the messages
defined by the superclass, and provided that the publicly inheriting classes have implementations for all the superclass messages – which the compiler will check – a message to an
instance will bind, at run time to the method from that instance’s class. (And C++ers say
Figure 12.8
Implementing
abstract types in
C++

Dwelling* pCurrentAbode;
pCurrentAbode = new Apartment();
pCurrentAbode->occupied(true);
// …
pCurrentAbode = new House();
pCurrentAbode->occupied(true);

Methods
provided
here

Messages
defined
here

«interface»

Dwelling
«attributes»

occupied() : boolean
…

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

House

Apartment

member function rather than method. Usually I am going to stick to one fairly commonly
encountered set of general-purpose terms, usually leaning toward the terms of the UML.
Table 12.1 gives some of the technical and cultural language synonyms.)
18. I’m resisting
word.

– well nearly – commenting on any recent languages that have kept the pestiferous
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General

Java

C#

C++

interface

interface

interface

N/A (pABC)

method

method

method

member function

instance variable

field

instance variable

data member

superclass

superclass

base class

base class

subclass

subclass

derived class

derived class

inherit

extend

derive

derive

class (class variable
and class method)

static

static

static

Now what exactly would be in the superclass in the scheme just outlined? Well the purpose of a pure abstract type is to define a named set of message signatures. Can we do that
and nothing else? We can. With one more trick.
C++ (super)classes can declare that they are not intending to implement – i.e. code up –
all the methods that they define (and Java and C# classes can do this as well, but it’s particularly important in C++, where it’s the only way to achieve pure types). Effectively that
means that such definitions aren’t really defining methods, they are defining messages. The trick
is called an abstract method in general parlance or pure virtual member function in C++ parlance. When a class has one or more abstract methods, it cannot be instantiated, and isn’t
meant to be instantiated. We call such a class an abstract class. In fact we have a nice abbreviation ABC, meaning abstract base class. It’s abstract because its role has more to do with typing and less to do with instantiating objects; and it’s a base class (or superclass) because it
inevitably must have derived classes (subclasses) or it isn’t going to be of much use. Figure
12.9 illustrates an abstract type in C++ and shows it equivalent – the interface – in Java and
C#.
Figure 12.9
pABC and interface

«pABC»

Dwelling

«interface»

«methods»

+ occupied(): bool {pure virtual}
+ occupants(): int {pure virtual}
«instance variables»

Dwelling

=

«attributes»

occupied(): bool
occupants(): int

(Neither «pABC» nor {pure virtual}
are official UML designations.)
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If our device really is going to be a purely abstract type, then all of its methods (member
functions) are going to be abstract (pure virtual). Furthermore, as well as there being no
code, we aren’t going to be defining any instance variables either. We could call such an
extreme, and extremely valuable, device a purely abstract base class or pABC.
In summary, the pABCs give us our good type names for variables, etc. Returns, arguments, instance variables and local variables thusly typed will actually be pointing at
instances of conformant concrete classes that will have declared their conformance via a
particular way of using public inheritance. We can have polymorphism but we don’t have to
abandon all type checking.19
Java and C#

That kind of scheme – subclass instances pointed at by references with superclass type – is
also available in Java and C#. (There are minor differences, but they are trivial: objects are
implicitly pointed at anyway in both Java and C#; Java’s default is polymorphic methods,
whereas C#’s isn’t quite; abstract methods are indicated with a keyword in both Java and
C#, whereas in C++ these crucially important abstract methods are introduced with syntax
so odd that’s it been relegated to a footnote.20)
However, having seen the value of this idiom over a decade or two of experience with
C++, the designers of Java (and thus C#) realized that it was important to provide a simpler,
alternative way of achieving the same thing. What was a design idiom became syntax. These
object-oriented best practices became easier to code up and easier to read and understand.
Rather than having to know and recognize design idioms, Java and C# programmers can
simply talk in terms of the interface. (The interface mechanism wasn’t invented in the
Java language; it had already appeared in Objective C and in GNU C++.)
With hindsight it seems obvious, but being cautious over new language features is probably best. In Java and C#, then, in order to obtain the simplest of pure, abstract types we
define not a class but an interface, as in Figure 12.10.
interface names, like Dwelling, are type names for objects, as are classes, but an interface is less restrictive because variables, returns, etc. typed with interface names can reference object instances of any classes that implement the interface.
19. Since we are talking about C++, I hear one or two voices enquiring about performance: “Doesn’t all
that messing about slow you down?” Of course it does. There’s no such thing as a free lunch. Each gain
in elegance, reliability, robustness and scaleability has to be paid for, and the payment has often been the
same: more involved programming languages to learn and reduced run time performance. When monolithic, unpartitioned, goto-ful programming gave way to modular design, there were dark mutterings
about the dire costs of all those subroutine calls and stack pushes and pops. Luckily, for the vast majority
of us, the speed of our hardware has tended to outpace what we ask of it. Increasingly, one of the reasons
to use C++, however, now that there are excellent alternatives, is its good performance (and the language
actually defaults to not using polymorphism). However, for a typical, object-oriented C++ developer
who is not backed into a performance corner, it would be a typical style default to switch those mechanisms, and thus polymorphism, on.
20. An abstract method in C++ is known as a pure virtual member function. The “virtual” (pronounced
“polymorphic”) is reasonably straightforward – it’s a keyword – but the “pure” is a tad obscure. That’s
indicated with an = 0.
virtual void book(Booking next);
virtual void book(Booking next) = 0;

// ordinary polymorphic method
// abstract method; not coded by this class
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Java/C#

Figure 12.10
An interface

interface Dwelling {
Address where();
int occupants();
int bedrooms();
// etc.
}

Java/(C#)

Figure 12.11
Implementing
classes

class House implements Dwelling {
public Address where() { /* code */ }
public int occupants() { /* code */ }
public int bedrooms() { /* code */ }
// remaining, non-dwelling, methods
private int floors;
// etc.
}
class Apartment implements Dwelling {
public Address where() { /* code */ }
public int occupants() { /* code */ }
public int bedrooms() { /* code */ }
// remaining, non-dwelling, methods
private float floorArea;
// etc.
}

(The above is almost a C# example as well. You need to replace the implements keyword
with a colon, i.e. the “:” punctuation mark.)
Given the Dwelling interface, declaring a variable – whereTheyLive – to have polymorphic type would look like this:
Dwelling whereTheyLive;

// a variable that can reference any
// implementing classes’ objects

Notice, in Figure 12.11, that in the implementing classes, like House and Apartment:
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there are implementations, i.e. methods for the implemented interface’s messages;

■

there are instance variables to support the methods;

■

there can be methods in addition to those required to conform to the specified
interface.
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Is it really necessary to have a new and distinct piece of syntax?21 There is at least one
other benefit in addition to the increased readability: an interface cannot be “corrupted”
by having code and instance variables added to it, whereas a pABC can be, thus turning it
into an ABC. We will be discussing the implications of that a little later.
Since just about everything has an interface in the ordinary sense of the word, I am
monospacing interface when referring to the pure abstract type of Java, C# and the UML.

12.5.3 Good types, bad types
The main considerations have been presented already. It just remains to summarize. It
might help to recall a couple of earlier aphorisms: “variables have types; objects have
classes” and “types are for clients; classes are for servers”.
■

Good types have general names.
In Java’s web server support, for example, a servlet object might be messaged by the
web server for a response to a web request. Looking at the type of one of the argument
objects presented with the message, we see that it is of type ServletRequest, an interface
name, even though just about all such argument objects at the time of writing will be
from the HttpServletRequestWrapper concrete class. The designers knew that while all
requests today would come in as HTTP requests, that could change, and that was of no
relevance to the servlet anyway.

■

Good types have singular, cohesive names.
When the previous point said “general” it didn’t mean vague or diffuse. Our usual criteria for all names still apply: we want a name to be precise, colorful and reasonably concise (though not at the expense of precision or color). Additionally we want a name with
high cohesion; a crisp, clear name that denotes one purpose, one concept, one mission.

■

Good types serve client perceptions.
Don’t name types (and don’t construct message signatures) in terms of how servers
work. Have type names (and message signatures) describe roles and services. For example, House might be too specific for a set of clients, Dwelling might be a better type name.

■

Good types have stable names.
A little test you can perform is to picture a change case. Put your imagination to work
and picture a radically different way of implementing a serving object, no matter how
whacky. Now check the message signatures and the name of the type via which a client
is seeing such an object. If the change of implementation has not invalidated your
names in any way whatsoever, then they were good names.

21. I imagine that the C++ standardization committee looked at GNU C++’s interface extension (called
a signature in G++) and considered making it part of C++; but they decided that new syntax wasn’t necessary if one could already achieve the same effect with existing syntax.
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Names
You will gather from the above that the names of types and their messages are important. It
is in such names that we have our major exposure – the coupling we can’t avoid. Mistakes
here will be highly visible and will cost. Get an instance variable name wrong and it’s no big
deal, it’s only “wrong” for a tiny population of interested parties. Get a type name or a public message/method signature wrong and it’s a disaster; it’s wrong for large populations of
interested parties.
Imagine yourself having to send an email to all your users, which could actually happen if
you’re working on frameworks or libraries: “Could you please stop using the RansomeNote
type; we have had to withdraw it. Would you please start using Demand instead.”
Granularity
It won’t be possible to say how many abstract types a system would require. A related question that might be more answerable would be: how wide is an interface likely to be?
But no, it’s not much more answerable. An interface needs to be as wide as necessary
and no wider than that. It is not going to be possible to place limits on how many messages
would constitute the average interface. However, we can factor common message subsets
up into supertypes (superinterfaces and pABBCs, etc.) and, happily, that causes much less
trouble than superclasses.
Organization
Defining supertypes can organize the type system, as well as helping with wide interfaces,
especially when there are many diverse clients. Just as we had entities in supertype–subtype
relationships (generalization relationships), we can put abstract types in such relationships.
In the Java Collections Framework, for example, there are concrete classes like
LinkedList and HashSet. Typical clients, however, don’t need to get so specific; instead they
would use such objects through more general types – through interfaces. There are so
many diverse clients of collections however, that it is useful to organize the collection interfaces. The most general interface is Collection. To be a Collection an object just has to
respond to a few rudimentary messages like isEmpty(). A client whose interest is a little
more specific and is who going to be making references to positions can use a slightly more
specific type, like List. The List interface defines extra messages concerning access to particular positions in the collection. See Figure 12.12.
The good news about such relationships is that they are fairly simple. Because abstract
types like the interface and pABC are simple things, characterized solely by the message
signatures they define, getting inter-type relationships correct isn’t too challenging. We even
permit a subtype to have more than one supertype if required, whereas we would not normally permit a class to have more than one implementation-bearing superclass.
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Figure 12.12
Java’s Collection
Framework

«interface»

Collection

This isn’t strictly
accurate. Some
superclasses have
been suppressed.
«interface»

«interface»

Set

List

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

HashSet

TreeSet

LinkedList

ArrayList

12.5.4 Depicting abstract types
In Figure 12.12 we see one variety of notation associated with interfaces (for that is the
term that the UML also chooses for pure abstract types).
We have a box with the keyword (“stereotype”) «interface». The box can go on to list
the messages of the interface in a compartment. The compartment can have a clarifying
name. Figure 12.13 has example of each form.
Figure 12.13
Interface

«interface»

Collection

«interface»

«interface»

Collection

Collection

isEmpty(): boolean
size(): int
…

«messages»

isEmpty(): boolean
…

C++ers might be happy with the keyword «interface», treating it as logical design. On
the other hand, keywords were added to the UML (at which time they were called stereotypes) to permit a soupçon of customization; and if a C++ design wanted to make it crystal
clear as to just what was being planned, an unofficial stereotype of «pABC» could be used.
The format of an «interface» message definition is the same as the message definition
of a «type»:
name(parameter-list): return-type

where the parameter list is a comma-separated list of parameters, each of which has the
form:
parameter-name: parameter-type
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Notice, once again, that a private message would be nonsense, so there are typically no
visibility marks (no pluses or minuses, etc.).22
An alternative depiction can be used for an interface, especially when no message
details are being shown. An interface that is implemented by class can be shown as ball or
“lollipop” poking out of a class box, as shown in Figure 12.14.
Figure 12.14
Interface shown as
ball

«implementation class»

HashSet
Set

Serializable

Because a class that depends on an interface can show such a dependency with a socket
poking out of the box, the decoupling offered by an interface can be rather pleasingly
depicted graphically, as shown in Figure 12.15.
Figure 12.15
Interface shown as
ball and socket

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

HashSet

DNAProfile
Set

Of course, one of the reasons we are so interested in an interface is as a type for variables, parameters and returns. When variables, etc. do have an interface as their type, then
yet another way that an interface can manifest itself is as text in variable, etc. specifications.
where(ofTime: Period): Dwelling

i.e. in the style of our example languages,
Dwelling where(Period ofTime);

12.5.5 Choosing abstract types
Choosing abstract types is an iterative process stimulated by CRC, or any other forms of
interactive picturing, and any and all interaction diagrams. When you develop object implementations in concrete classes, you are developing the servers of other objects that you will
have to implement. But with the client object’s point of view available, you are in a position
to ask how you could be as general as possible with the types of the variables through which
client objects see their serving objects – local variables, instance variables, parameters and
returns.
And let me repeat the value of change cases (see page 76). It’s difficult to test whether or
not we are actually obtaining one of the main benefits of object technology – malleability.
Change cases give us an opportunity to test that there is indeed a reduced impact of change.
We picture a change that is not beyond the bounds of possibility and informally assess the
22. You could make a case out for declaring that a service (message) be provided to a limited set of clients, e.g. those clients in the same package, but even Java, which has package visibility, doesn’t do that.
Such a move would start to complicate the, pleasantly simple, interface.
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impact of that change. Here, we ask if this interface – this abstract type – under this name,
would continue to be correct in the face of changes to the implementations of the objects
accessed through the type. It’s quite possible that new messages might be added to an
abstract type, at a future time, but that shouldn’t upset old clients; all we have to do for additional messages is confirm that they don’t invalidate the original name of the type.
If, for example, we had spotted the need for the interface Dwelling, we would picture that
at the moment instances of the House class would happily act under that type. We then picture a not ridiculous change – that an Apartment class is added to the system. We would presumably profess ourselves happy that Apartment instances would quite happily also act
under the Dwelling type; that old Dwelling clients wouldn’t be upset; and that new clients
would find themselves happily able to use the Dwelling type.
Now picture the converse: that we had never bothered to define the Dwelling type, and
instead had just used House as the type of variables, etc. referencing House instances. A
future need to extend the system to cover apartments, caravans (trailers), etc. would not be
so easily accommodated.

12.6 Concrete Classes
What exactly are we striving to create with a concrete class? The traditional answer has the
word “one” in it, as it should since we certainly want cohesion. But one what? We have to
be careful. It’s not one concept, one role or one abstraction. Those are what we intend to represent with abstract types like the interface and the pABC. Very often one object will act in
more than one role. A SalariedEmployee object may act via the type of Hireable, Assignable, Payable, etc.
A concrete class is essentially something practical. The most basic definition of a concrete class remains the most useful one: a concrete class is a something that is practical to
instantiate.
It’s one practicable, instantiable way of representing the state of something in a self-contained, self-processing, cohesive, and thus loosely-coupled way, kind of way.
If an interface is one way of affecting, then a concrete class is one way of effecting. If an
interface is one way to present, then a concrete class is one way to actualize, to corporealize or incarnate.23 A concrete class is a device. It is something we can build that can do
something of use.
23. Sorry about that. All the usual words like “make” or “realize” are too general or have too many different meanings. I want a word that specifically means “to give material form to”.
Maybe, for those of you familiar with it, CORBA’s portable object adapter (POA) offers an analogy.
CORBA objects are language-independent, distributable objects. Their nature underwent a big shift a
couple of years ago. CORBA objects became simple representative ideas, like an item of income; they are
concepts floating out there in the aether. To be useful they have to be incarnated (I’m not kidding, this is
the terminology). A CORBA object could conceivably be incarnated in a database; but it’s more likely
that it would be incarnated via an object in a object-oriented programming language. That object would
have quite a lot of extra mechanisms to enable it to connect to the CORBA world. Through a concrete
class, it would be instantiable and practical, and would be able to present itself as an item of income.
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Java and C# code examples
As you will see in Figure 12.16, there isn’t a great deal of difference between the Java
code and the C#, so I’ll sometimes be trying to give one example for both. This isn’t a
programming volume, but you may well be going on to programming in one of these
languages and would want to start properly. Or you may be programming in one of
these languages already and be rightly irritated by things that looked wrong, so let’s
just look at a few of the differences. Having experimented with both ways of doing it,
where I want to give just one example, I think it works best to give the Java and here
tell you the changes to make it proper C#.
■

C# uses the colon symbol for both “inherits from” and “implements”. So if only
the Java is given, replace implements and extends with a “:”.

■

The default access category for methods is the somewhat paranoid private in C#,
whereas it’s the reasonable protected in Java. (The sensible programmer in a hurry
will leave off the keyword and get a reasonable default in Java. As private methods
are rather rare, the C# programmer in a hurry, being forced to put in an access
keyword, might get into the habit of not thinking about it and always put in public,
resulting in much more fragile classes – classes with a high impact of change.)
Unfortunately, in my opinion, Java doesn’t let me explicitly write its default, I must
just omit the keyword. So where you see a method with no access category in a
Java example, put internal in front for equivalent C#.

■

For the next one, it’s C#’s turn to irritate me. George Boole spelled his name with
an “e”, and we have an adjective boolean, which Java uses. For C# you must change
that to bool (C++ had a reason for spelling it bool).

■

Java’s point in time class is called Date and C#’s is called DateTime.

■

Later on, when we get to abstract superclasses, C# will require a couple of
keywords that Java doesn’t have. In a class designed and destined to be (and no
class should ever just “end up as”) a C# superclass (base class), the methods that
subclasses will be allowed to override must be marked as virtual (see page 332
for more on this confusing keyword). Java has, and I prefer, although it’s a close
run thing, overridable as its default; you need only use a keyword to prevent
overriding in Java (final). And in a C# subclass, a method that overrides a
superclass method must be marked with override, which I do like; in C++ and
Java, when reading a subclass, it’s a pain if you don’t know whether a method is
overriding a superclass method or not.

A computer can store information, a computer can control devices, or a computer can
even compute. In all these situations we have information to represent. We have found that
self-processing information provides a strong organizing principle along with other bene-
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fits. It also happens that the continuity between a computer system and its context lies in
the information (or “state” as we termed it earlier). We have used this to come up with a
technology – object technology – that helps us stay in control of large scale systems, and we
have used this to come up with a development process – object-oriented analysis and
design.
Figure 12.16
Concrete classes

Java
class House implements Dwelling {
public Address where() { /* code */ }
public int occupants() { /* code */ }
public int bedrooms() { /* code */ }
void searched(Date last) { /* code */ }
// etc.
private int floors;
private boolean rearAccess;
// etc.
}

C#
class House : Dwelling {
public Address where() { /* code */ }
public int occupants() { /* code */ }
public int bedrooms() { /* code */ }
internal void searched(DateTime last) { /* code */ }
// etc.
private int floors;
private bool rearAccess;
// etc.
}

C++
class House : public Dwelling {
public:
virtual Address where() { /* code */ }
virtual int occupants() { /* code */ }
virtual int bedrooms() { /* code */ }
virtual void searched(DateTime last) { /* code */ }
// etc.
private:
int floors;
bool rearAccess;
// etc.
};

Form a picture of a packet of knowledge. It can’t be any old division of the information,
because that packet of knowledge will have to be instantiated at some point; that packet of
knowledge may have to travel around – passed as argument for example – and that packet
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of knowledge will have to serve others. And there’s no point to any of this (unless it’s pure
database with only CRUD24 processing) unless the data helps us do something. But instead
of traditional, high-coupling, passive data having things done to it, we arrange that the data
takes charge of its own destiny and processes itself. Furthermore we change our type system such that it’s the abilities of a knowledge packet that determine its type, rather than
today’s exact bit patterns.
Once again, when designing a concrete class, we should be message driven, we should be
client-centric, we should work outside-in. An object of a concrete class will serve other
objects. An object will manifest itself to other objects. Earlier, we listed the six ways in
which one object can be available to another (see Implementation stereotypes on page 285). One
way was by argument, for example, and another was by return. An object that is known to
another, client, object can expect messages from its client. Some of those messages might
update the state of the serving object, some might not. But the data and the code constituting the implementation of the object must support all the messages in a reasonably efficient
and achievable way.
We have used this perception before. During the CRC sessions (see page 271), when
role-playing an instance trying to decide whether or not a responsibility was acceptable, the
two main questions were, “Should I?” and “Could I?” Here we are returning to the “could
I?” What collection of knowledge would enable an object to function, to represent what it
must represent. That knowledge would not only include values, but identities of associates
and components, because if the object doesn’t know, perhaps it’s right that it is linked to an
object that does know. And what knowledge will be available at the time when the object is
instantiated? It’s obviously pointless defining a class requiring unavailable data.
If you haven’t done much object-oriented programming, don’t be unnerved by the foregoing. Most programmers find concrete class design to be intuitive and fairly easy. Indeed,
most programmers seem to find it easier to plan classes than to plan interfaces. Although
we were able to say much more definitively what shapes the contents of interfaces, most
programmers are gadgeteers and are happier connecting up variables and code, than pursuing outside-in design practices. What the intuitively reasonable programmer needs are a few
quality criteria, so that’s our next subject.

12.6.1 CRC still helps
Talking of CRC, do note that it continues to be an excellent way to stimulate inventiveness.
And it’s genuinely CRC now – classes, responsibility and collaboration. Get back round that
table, get out the tent cards, pick an important use case, give the interface technology a
nudge, introduce the initiating event in to the application as a message and spin the bottle.

24. A rather earthy acronym used to refer to when no more functionality is required of a database management system than create, read, update and delete.
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12.6.2 Sequence diagrams still help
It continues to be a good idea to remind oneself that the game is object orientation rather
than class orientation. Although the main structural deliverables will be “class” diagrams,
the interaction diagrams – sequence diagrams specifically – continue to help us check out
and depict the instances when helpful or appropriate.
CRC and sequence diagrams were adequately covered for the previous model, so we will
say no more here.

12.6.3 Depicting instances
Sequence diagrams are behavioral diagrams that show instances. It can sometimes be helpful to show instances in structural diagrams – albeit rather detailed structural diagrams. An
instance is depicted with the usual multibox, but a couple of things give away that the box is
depicting an instance rather than a class. First, the label is underlined. This is somewhat
confusing and contradictory because, as we shall see when we encounter them later, we also
underline class variables and class methods. The second way that we distinguish a multibox
depicting an instance is that the label is the familiar name: type kind of label. Now objects
don’t have names (it’s variables that have names) so an instance box is frequently anonymous and looks like that of Figure 12.17. (I will defer any more detail to the UML appendix.
See Communication diagrams on page 515.)
Figure 12.17
An instancedepicting multibox

:Officer
«instance variables»

age : int = 43
weaponsCertified: boolean = false

One doesn’t have to give state
values, but it is sometimes
useful.

12.6.4 Good classes, bad classes
It has been said, quite rightly, that a bad class is worse than no class at all. If you add the
complexity and overhead of object-orientation, but end up with a poor set of classes, you
will suffer all the drawbacks and enjoy few, if any, of the benefits.
The mere presence of classes doesn’t prove anything. For one thing, the class mechanism
is used as part of programming orientations other than full object-orientation: generic programming uses classes and mix-in programming uses classes.
Is there anything more specific we can use to assess the worth of a class? We can look at
two measures that have stood us in good stead in the past. Indeed one could make out a
case for saying that these two measures – coupling and cohesion – are still the only things we
have to help us assess design quality.
We don’t have that many laws and principles in object-oriented design. We returned to
our principle – Liskov’s Substitutability Principle – in abstract types. In this section, we
return to our law – the Law of Demeter.
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Class cohesion
Cohesion was formalized as a measure in the 1970s where it was applied to functions. While
we can, and will, still apply it to methods, we can also apply it to types and to concrete
classes. We want to have just enough implementation in a class that it can fulfill its roles, no
less and no more. It might help to recall the “normalization affirmation”: the thing, the
whole thing and nothing but the thing. It usually more obvious if a class is incomplete than
if a class is over-implemented. It’s more likely that we will fall foul of “a class and a half ”
than “half a class”. We want each concrete class to represent one way of implementing a
cohesive object.
As ever, an honest and precise name helps assess cohesion. If there is any hint of an
“and” in the name of a concrete class, or if an honest and complete name must be a vague,
wishy-washy and gray name, then the class is probably vague, gray and incohesive.
Another test is the cleavage test. Cleavage means can it be cleaved? would it split in two
or more pieces if lightly tapped? A cohesive class cannot be split. Cleavage mustn’t be confused with decomposition, however. It’s quite possible that an object of a concrete class has
component objects within. This test isn’t asking whether or not there are components; this
test is asking whether an instance of a concrete class would cleave into two or more
instances, at the same level of abstraction.
You may recall that certain words were banned from forming part of all of any of our
identifiers. They were banned because of the gray, indefinite nature they imply. They were
Handler, Processor and Manager and their synonyms. While part of their problem is that they
can’t convey a clear and accurate impression to the reader, another cause for disquiet is that
no-one will ever notice if they are incohesive or if they become incohesive under maintenance because no-one really knew what they were supposed to be doing in the first place.
“Got some new functionality to add and not sure where to put it? Stick in the ThingyHandler!” Prefer LinkedList over NodeHandler; prefer Oven or Chef over DishHandler; prefer Payroll over EmployeeHandler.
An issue closely related to class cohesion is that of “How many classes?” My strong feeling is that having too few classes is more common a mistake than having too many. This
was one of the reasons we tried for a rich subject matter model. We wanted all the help we
could get for coming up with enough cohesive, well-named classes. The subject matter
model won’t be the only input to class choice, though. Classes will be created for purely
technical reasons – classes such as value object classes like ComplexNumber or Date; and
classes will be created for platform reasons – classes such as Directory or Port.
Metaphor

XP (eXtreme Programming – see Section 1.1.2) talks of metaphor. Metaphors are important
to humans using and designing computer systems. A good subject matter analysis can give
us our metaphor – a system of names and a picture of a “guiding world” – and a metaphor
in which we can have a reasonable degree of trust. If you find yourself designing a software
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system with no formal input, you still need that system of names and that “guiding world
picture”. You can still salvage some chance of success by finding your metaphor (and being
very able and very lucky).
Examples would be: “The software will act like an automated mixing desk with limitless
tracks and sub-groups, plus extensible effects and synth racks, and a patch bay.” “The system will act like a giant whiteboard that everyone can see, with limited numbers of pens and
erasers that must be formally passed around; and one that can do formatting, saving, versioning and printing.”
The occasional groundbreaking and inspired piece of software might come from
inspired and able designers with an inspired metaphor, rather than requirements and analysis.
Coupling
Much of the story of class coupling has been covered already, as it intimately tied up with
much of the raison d’être of object technology. That instance variables should be private,
that we are going to use messages insightfully, and that we are going to be very careful with
implementation inheritance, are all bound up with ensuring we obtain the low coupling
offered by object technology.
Class visibility

A class design should specify whether or not the class is visible to classes outside its immediate package. Java’s default of no (a package class rather than a public class), is a sensible
default, and obviously reduces coupling.
Messages not calls

One of the crucial contributors to low coupling of object-orientation is messaging, so we
should be careful that we mostly stick with messages and that we don’t use function calls.
For C++ developers, that translates first of all into a direct injunction: don’t use function
calls in object-oriented C++ without very good reason (such as the library made me do it –
sine, cosine, exponentiation are all functions and there isn’t much we can do about that).
For all object-oriented programmers, since class methods are not messaged for but are
called, that also means minimizing the number of class methods (static methods or member
functions in our languages).
Minimize class variables and class methods

Just about all the deliberations so far have involved instance variables and ordinary methods. There is another kind of variable defined by a class – a class variable – and another
kind of method – a class method. (In the three example languages used here, for historical
memory management reasons class in class variable and class method has the odd spelling
“static”.) As you might anticipate, class methods and class variables are used by the class
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itself rather than by instances. Class variables are not held on a per-instance basis, and in
addition to being accessible via any instance are also accessible via the class itself, hence
they increase class coupling, and are only to be used when absolutely necessary.
Every single instance is coupled to every other instance through any and each class variable. At least it’s not quite as bad as a totally global variable, in which every line of code is
invisibly coupled to every other line of code. But it’s bad enough.
Class methods can be accessed via the class, as well as via a message to an object of the
class. This is possible because class methods are denied the use of instance variables. So
class methods are a way for Java and C# programmers to stray away from messages and
perilously close to function calls, and thus increase class coupling. We will cover class variables and methods in a little more detail, and find out what they are for, later (in Class Variables and Class Methods on page 433).
Be careful with constructors

Constructors have an impact on class coupling. The more constructors there are, the greater
the class coupling. Obviously we have to be able to initialize newly instantiated objects but
each constructor introduces a new potential impact of change. Constructors also tend to
have longish argument lists. Unlike methods where we can agree to keep to a very small
number of arguments, initialization can inevitably require several initial values.
So we do a couple of things: we only provide the constructors we are obliged to provide;
and we consider creational patterns like the GoF factory method, which makes our object
instances for us, or the prototype pattern where objects are made by copying and modifying
existing objects.
The points mentioned so far could be considered to concern class coupling. What about
instance coupling?
Self-messaging

There are many ways in which self-messaging can, and should be used. I sometimes think
that people have really got object-orientation when they understand the elegance and power
of self-messaging and use it naturally. We will come to some more sophisticated techniques
that use self-messaging later, but there is one simple use connected with coupling.
Self-messaging is an intuitive term that means what it says. An object can send a message
to itself. Each language defines a pseudo-variable that always holds a reference (a pointer) to
the instance running the method that the reference occurs in. (Self-messaging is irrelevant
to class methods.) Smalltalk used the keyword self, which is a pretty good word. C++ used
the slightly weaker word this, and Java and thus C# also use this. (Some languages have “me”
which is also a pretty good choice.)
In languages without properties, like C++ and Java, and when following the path of
righteousness through private instance variables, one inevitable ends up with some accessor
or “get” and “set” methods. We will return to the story of proper outside-in design and
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accessor methods later, but there will be methods that tell and are told about an externally
apparent property of the object. And one very obvious and perfectly OK way to implement
such methods is by storing the property in an instance variable.
However, other methods of the class do not need to know that a property-implementing
instance variable exists. If another method of an object does need to access a property, it
should go through the object’s interface like anyone else, rather than accessing the instance
variable directly. Other objects are forced by the privacy of the instance variable to use a
message; and the object itself should also avoid unnecessary accesses to instance variables.
Instance variables are more likely to change than interface features, so having more methods than necessary accessing any particular instance variable needlessly increases the coupling and the impact of change.
Ideally, then, just one or two methods know that a property is implemented with a simple
instance variable, and the other methods should all go through them. (And if your language
has properties, consider using them, see page 414.)
The Law of Demeter
If you are taking the chapters in order, you will already have seen the Law of Demeter in
action in the CRC workshop (see Collaboration on page 276). That’s good because it’s much
easier to experience it than explain it. The time has come, though, to have another go at
explaining it.
It is said that people pass through three stages in their appreciation of the Law.
■

Eh? What’s that then?

■

Ah, I understand. I would never break that.

■

Oh! I realize I’m tempted to break the Law all the time.

The basic idea is to respect encapsulation and the “need to know” principle. The specific
issue addressed by the Law of Demeter is messaging an object that you shouldn’t know
about, since it belongs to or is inside another object.
The next thing that might occur to one, concerning the Law of Demeter is that surely
the PRIME DIRECTIVE prevents the breaking of the Law. If all instance variables are private,
how I possibly offend the Law? Easy – have a method that returns a reference to an
instance variable. Private visibility is only the first line of defense and it is easily circumvented.
One possible manifestation of a breaking of the Law of Demeter that’s easy to spot is
nested message sends, like this particularly severe one:
student.getRecord().getExamEntry(“CS208/2004”).addResult(93);

Firstly there is the minor issue of “get” prefixes. I happen not to like them, as I feel they
break the guideline about not naming methods for how they work, albeit mildly. As a model
reviewer they always worry me as possibly being indicative of inside-out design. Secondly
and more importantly there is the lack of empowerment. I would much prefer:
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student.scored(markedExam);

It seems to take quite a while to get used to the idea of object empowerment. We are not
used to powerful servers that can do things for themselves. Don’t ask a Criminal object for
its CriminalRecord so that you can add the latest Crime; just give the Criminal its latest Crime
object and tell it to register it. Don’t ask the Satellite for its Thrusters so that you can message
one of them to burn for a few seconds; just tell the Satellite to orient itself correctly.
Alternatives that avoid breaking the Law often seem to involve a meta-pattern I call
“turn it around” (or the “sideways thinking” of lateral thinking). Twice at least in the CRC
session earlier, the initial temptation was to ask that some simple object be returned, for the
enquirer then to perform some involved computation upon it. The better answer was to
present information to the server and ask the server to perform a more powerful service.
We saw this with the clash() message, for example. The original, obvious way for a diary to
determine if there was a slot for a new booking was to ask each already accepted booking
for its start time and duration and then to compare those with the start time and duration of
the new booking. It’s much more elegant to present the new booking to each old booking
and ask if there’s a clash. The first approach breaks the Law by messaging the date object
that was “inside” the booking; the second approach doesn’t. The first approach requires the
diary to have much more knowledge about how bookings work than the second approach;
in the second approach, only bookings know how bookings work – much nicer.

12.6.5 Implementing classes
To the programmer, there is less variation in the way the class works than there is with the
interface. Classes essentially concern themselves with defining object instances and instantiating them.
Classes define the instance’s variables and the code that the instances use. Instance variables are held as slots in each and every instance of a class, but it would be silly if each and
every instance carried around its own copy of the methods, so classes “look after” the
method code that their instances use.
Classes usually define one or more initializing mechanisms; they are called constructors in
our example languages.
An instance’s class furnishes the instance with its most obvious, most concrete, and
therefore least flexible, type. An instance’s class, however, can implement interfaces thereby
giving its instances more types. A class can also have a superclass providing its instances
with default implementation and yet more types.
There is still some variation in how classes are actually handled by the various languages.
At one end is Smalltalk where classes are really just ordinary objects in memory – objects,
though, that specialize in defining and making other objects. At the other end is C++ where
the class is little more than source text. Java sits somewhere between the two in having
classes that are identifiably present in memory at run time but which are not ordinary
objects.
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In all our example languages, the members of a class (essentially the instance variables
and methods) are given access categories (or visibilities as the UML terms them). Only Smalltalk forces the object-oriented developer onto the path of righteousness by fixing the visibility of instance variables to be private. However, because the only shielding that an
instance variable has is its visibility, the most important guideline, the number one rule, the
prime directive is that instance variables should be private.
Methods are never directly exposed because the message mechanism always shields
them. Perhaps it’s unfortunate that the same words are used for the visibility of a method as
are used for instance variables: private, protected, package and public. Whereas a public
instance variable is exposed, a public method isn’t directly exposed: a public method defines
the signature of a message that can be received from any other object, whereas, for example,
a private method defines the signature of a message that can only be received from other
methods of the same class.
Those names – private, protected, package and public – by the way, are the UML
names. There is a little bit of variation as to exact keyword and exact meaning between our
example languages, as we shall see later, when we consider methods and instance variables
in detail.
We could say that the public and package visibility methods define the “interface” of the
class. It’s all a bit confusing, as has already been warned: a class has instance variables and
methods that implement the class; and a class, via its non-private methods has an interface
that allows it to implement the type devices called interfaces. Figure 12.18 recalls some
earlier diagrams to try to illustrate the point.
Figure 12.18
Two uses of the
word “interface”
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12.6.6 Class names
Earlier on, a Surveillance type from the second model inspired, among other things, a VideoTapeSurveillance concrete class. That example illustrates a useful design principle that
needs drawing out. In contrast with abstract types, particularly pure abstract types, where
the names are “broad” and welcoming, concrete classes tend to have “narrow” names.
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There is a tendency among developers to choose names that are not narrow enough to
be good concrete class names (and frequently they aren’t broad enough to be abstract type
names either). These are names like Employee or Motor. If these were concrete class names,
what’s going to happen when in version two of the software, PartTimeEmployee comes along
as well, or StepperMotor need supporting too?
You either have to:
■

go round renaming version 1’s concrete classes to what they should have been in the
first place – SalariedEmployee rather than Employee, ServoMotor rather than Motor ;

■

suffer “unbalanced” concrete class names – Employee and PartTimeEmployee, Motor and
StepperMotor;

■

or you make the original class a superclass and you make new class a subclass, and you
end up breaking the rule about instantiating abstract types (see page 395).

We have goals that, at first sight, might seem contradictory: reusability and opaque
encapsulation? We encapsulate variant implementations in concrete classes with the right
kinds of names; we achieve flexibility and reuse by putting the objects of our concrete
classes behind abstract types with the right kinds of names.
In the past I’ve tried using the terms “focused” and “precise” for the quality we are looking for in concrete class names but that doesn’t work. All names should have cohesion and
precision. What I am trying to say is that a concrete class name must leave room in the
namespace for the names of classes yet to come – classes that will have different implementations. Sentence would be poor name for a concrete class, because when CommunitySentence
comes along in a later version, we will regret not having called the first implementation CustodialSentence. Some go so far as to say that a concrete class name simply describes the way
the class works; for me, however, that goes against the more basic “need to know principle”.
Type names, on the hand tend to be broad and welcoming: “As long as you are a Punishment, you’re fine by us.” Type names shouldn’t have to change when new implementations
come along; new implementations should slip quietly into the system.

12.6.7 Class metrics
Having mentioned the number of classes, is there anything quantitative we can say about
the size of a class? It is very difficult, but there are some rough and ready hints. (For us mortals of the first three CMM levels, trying to use detailed and quantitative metrics on class
size is somewhat like trying to choose between Bechamel Sauce and Hollandaise Sauce
when your problem is starvation.)
The first difficulty is that classes will get factored later. In all likelihood, one’s first implementation of a class will be more monolithic than its later refinements. Having built a class
and got it working, one then sees more opportunities to delegate – to delegate via self-messaging, to delegate to component objects that were already there or that you conceive of,
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and to delegate to associate objects you had forgotten were there or that you conceive of.
This factoring is important, by the way. Merciless factoring and refactoring is one of the
tenets of eXtreme Programming. Factoring at or near build time is preferable to retrospective refactoring later. Another factoring that will take place, later, is the creation of superclasses to hold common implementations.
So these metrics are talking about what the concrete classes will tend toward, rather than
their first-built nature.
Another complication is that of visibility. Public features count much more heavily than
private features.
How many instance variables
How many instance variables then? As many as you need. No limit. Provided they are all private. There is little point in worrying about something that is completely hidden, apart some
obvious things like need and relevance. For example, don’t store something that could be
computed from more basic stored information, unless profiling has revealed a performance
problem.
I guess that there is one little caveat: self-messaging. You also need to check that you
have done enough self-messaging. Private instance variables aren’t hidden from the methods of the class, so we will be wanting to ensure that the minimum set of methods refer to
any particular instance variable. More on this, though, when we reach the details of methods
(see page 415).
How many methods
We would tend toward a class adding or overriding 7 ± 2 public methods. That sentence was
rather carefully phrased.
First of all, as said a moment ago, inheritance will tend to be factored in later, so a class is
going to start off with more methods than it ends up with as it matures. And the period of
maturation could be years. Inheritance of implementation tends to settle down very late
(which is why we are going to be very careful with ABCs – abstract base classes – when we
reach them). When a class, and the architecture it operates in, eventually matures then we
expect it to define around seven methods. A method might bring a completely new capability or it might override a method that could have been inherited from the superclass.
Secondly we are mostly worrying about the public methods. Methods available for internal use only (private methods in most languages) are not really much of an issue, apart from
sheer clutter. Methods available only for internal use or if inherited (e.g. protected methods in
C++) are a little bit more worrying; perhaps we should count them in with a weighting of a
twentieth of public methods: 20 protected C++ methods count as much as 1 of your 7 ± 2
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public methods would. Methods available inside your package but not outside (e.g. package
methods in Java) would be more weighty still; perhaps a weighting of a sixth.25
While we are bandying 7 ± 2 about, if an architecture did survive long enough to reach
maturity,26 how many levels of superclass might we find as a maximum? Around 7 ± 2? No.
It’s more like 3 ± 1. George Miller’s magic number applies with good chunks with crisp
boundaries. Inheritance doesn’t qualify. In a mature successful architecture, we might expect
to find around three or four levels of superclass, with a probably maximum of five. More on
this when we reach the details of implementation inheritance.

12.6.8 Entity classes versus attribute classes
The majority of objects dealt with in early design iterations will tend to have strong identity.
These are the objects that have always been objects. They surfaced, or should have surfaced
during the subject matter modeling. Indeed, identity was a test that we used in the subject
matter model.
As design progresses and gets more detailed, and shades into programming, objects with
weak identities begin to appear more and more often. We have mentioned them before.
They are objects that are deployed for sound technical reasons, but typically purely technical
reasons. If they were present in the subject matter model, they probably appeared as
attributes rather than entities.
There are many terms in use. For the objects with strong identity you might encounter
application object or business object. I tend to say entity object. We could call an object with weak
identity a value object or an attribute object.
These terms have relevance in this model. They help us make decisions about how to
implement and deploy instances in the technical model.
Attribute objects, particularly simple ones are often designed to be immutable. This
could be justified solely by appealing to their similarity with primitive values: if you change
an integer variable from 17 to 18, you aren’t actually changing 17’s value to 18, you are
replacing 17 with 18. Or put it this way, if you happened to be pointing at a value object – a
date like 2003-12-23, for example – it would be disconcerting if someone else pointing at
the same date could change its value. If on the other hand some objects were all pointing at
a particular entity object like an Arrest object, and someone changed the date of that arrest,
presumably everyone would be interested in the corrected date – Arrest isn’t immutable –
and everyone would still see it as the same Arrest – Arrest has strong identity.
Given their nature, attribute objects (value objects) are sometimes best shared. A Date
object or an Integer object (Java, C# and Smalltalk support number objects) probably

25. That’s pretty much gut-feeling. Anyone who has something stronger than suspicion or opinion is
welcome to contact me.
26. There are factoids concerning infant mortality in object-oriented systems. It is said that while 15%
(or 25% depending on the source of your factoid) of systems aren’t even delivered, 85% of systems don’t
make it past version 4.
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wouldn’t be shared since their storage needs are typically modest. But a character object in a
word-processor application might be shared.
The GoF flyweight pattern illustrates the obtaining of value objects from a value object
factory that ensures there is just one instance for each value.
For the next example of the relevance of the distinction between entity and attribute
objects, it is once again necessary to go into a bit of language detail.
Entity and attribute objects in C++
A useful, initial guide for C++ is to deal with attribute objects by value and to deal with
entity objects via pointers. Here’s why.
C++ is an example of a language that gives the developer a completely free choice as to
whether a variable holds an object or whether it holds a pointer to an object. This freedom
extends to instance variables (data members). So which would you use? Hold by value or
hold by reference? Each has its benefits.
Value variables are nice and simple as far as what happens when they disappear – their
contents disappear as well – and once the variable and its contents have disappeared there’s
nothing left lying around. When a pointer variable dies, on the other hand, only the pointer
disappears – what was being pointed at is in danger of being left wasting memory. C++ is
also an example of a language where tidying up the memory of pointees is the programmer’s
responsibility (C++ doesn’t have a “garbage collector”).
Value objects (attribute objects) are just the kinds of objects that are small and possessed, and that should disappear when their owner disappears, and are therefore strong
candidates for being held by value.
C++ uses pass-by-value as the default way in which arguments are conveyed to a method
and as the default way in which methods make their returns. (What exactly does it mean to
pass just the value of something? It means, in practical terms, that you pass arguments and
return returns by copying them.) So if an arrest object happens to have a date instance variable that is held by value, and if someone enquires as to when the arrest took place, the
default mechanism in C++ could be used to automatically pass back a copy of the date. That
way, there’s no possibility that the receiver of the returned date might change it and be
changing the arrest date at the same time. (There are other techniques, but they have their
caveats.)
Value objects (attribute objects) are just the kinds of objects that might best be copied
into and from instance variables.
Copying might be completely inappropriate, on the other hand. If a VisitingVillain object
was asked for its PortOfEntry it would make no sense for a copy PortOfEntry to be returned.
We are seeing something we have referred to during the subject matter modeling as “point
or measure”. The semantics of indicating an entity object (application object) are to point at
it, not copy to it.
Entity objects are just the kinds of object that are often best dealt with via pointers.
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Pointer variables imply that someone is going to have to worry about taking out the garbage, but in their favor, they offer much more flexibility than value variables. It’s easier and
more efficient to change associates, to have many associates and to have changing populations of many associates.
Of course, these are only guidelines. We sometimes encounter tension in trying to handle
value objects. A moment ago, we discussed how the flyweight pattern makes value objects
such that each occurrence of a particular value will only be represented by a single instance.
Just like it would be confusing to have two 17s wandering around, it might be confusing to
have two Date instances each representing 2003-12-23, or several ComplexNumber instances
each representing 3 + 4i. When value instances with significant storage requirements occur
in large numbers, memory considerations give us another reason why a single representative
object instance could be important.
The point here though, is that on the one hand, we would choose value semantics to
avoid one object being able to change the instance variables of another, yet on the other
hand, we want to store a particular value just once, so pointer semantics seem more attractive. Of course we might be able to arrange to point at immutable (const or final) objects.
As patterns people would say, you have to weigh up the forces at work in your context.
Entity and attribute objects in Java and C#
A frequent question raised in Java courses, is “Why are instances of the Float (or Integer,
etc.) class immutable?” As well as representing primitive values with primitive types, Java
offers the alternative option of representing them with objects. Such objects are examples
of value objects; and they also furnish an example of Java deciding on the immutable value
idea that was mentioned a moment ago.
The handling of instance variables is also influenced by a consideration of entity versus
attribute objects, but in a different way. Unlike C++, Java doesn’t give the developer choice
over whether variables, etc. hold their content by value or by reference. The choice is made
for you: primitives are held (and passed, and returned) by value; and objects are held (and
passed, and returned) by reference. (97% of the time, an excellent arrangement in my opinion. It is amazing just how much that simple decision has reduced complexity in Java.)
So what is the 3% niggle? Well if the answer to one of your query message happens to be
a handy instance variable object you have stored, should you, the queried object, (having
checked the Law of Demeter) be happy to return the instance variable object? Because a
reference will be being returned (a reference being the Java and C# equivalent of a pointer),
it could be interpreted as having broken encapsulation – privacy of instance variables means
little if we hand someone a pointer to an instance variable. This is a very important question
because you will face it in somewhere between 10% to 70% of the methods in almost every
Java class.
So would we be breaking encapsulation or not? The answer is that it depends. Although
no difference is seen mechanically, there are differences of intent in one object holding references to other objects in its instance variables. If it is a value object that is referenced by
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an instance variable, then it’s probably not a good idea to hand out references to it to all and
sundry. If, on the other hand, it is an entity object that is referenced by an instance variable
then it is possibly correct to return references.
In Java, then, the initial rule of thumb is that references to an object’s value objects should
not be handed out whereas references to entity objects can be handed out. Effectively we’re
back to “point or measure” again. Does holding an object reference equate to holding a
value, which is personal and shouldn’t be handed out; or does holding an object reference
equate to holding the identity of another object? Is the question being answered, a how much
question or a which object question?
What if your decision is that you shouldn’t directly return a reference to one of your
value objects? What do you do? Although this isn’t really a programming book, I can’t keep
you in suspense: the first thing you consider is returning a reference to a copy of the object
rather than a reference to your object. Remember that, although some objects are challenging to copy, typical value objects are not. Remember also that there are no garbage collection worries in Java; creating references to copy objects would keep you awake at night in
C++, but not in Java. For the details of the copying regime in Java (and C#), you need to
look up clone() and its associated considerations.
Copying, of course, again works contrary to the singular representation idiom, so are
there any other possibilities? We can allow this ramble to take us to one more interesting
consideration – another pattern example. What we can try to do is return the reference in
some sort of immutable or constant guise. There’s no direct way to do that in Java, but the
read-only interface pattern (or “idiom” as these little, language-specific patterns are sometimes
known), also gives us an illustration of the power of interfaces: if it’s appropriate you might
be able to set up another interface to the object in question; an interface that defines no
update (or “mutator” methods).
A lot of the time, the objects that are answers to query messages are String objects and
those are immutable anyway in Java and C#.

12.6.9 Depicting concrete classes
A concrete class is depicted with the now familiar box, possibly with a couple of compartments. The default interpretation of a box without a keyword label is as a class; but we
shouldn’t trust to defaults and would like to put in a keyword– «implementation class» is
probably the best we can do. As Figure 12.19 illustrates, a box can simply have a name and
doesn’t need to have compartments, especially if you are focusing on relationships.
Figure 12.19
Class as a simple
box

We assume that this
is a concrete or
“implementation” class.

«implementation class»

InterviewTape

InterviewTape

But why force readers
to make assumptions?
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Visibility
The UML doesn’t depict the visibility of a class. It is an important property however. We
want to say if a class should be public, as Java or C# would say. Public classes obviously have
much higher coupling and would be kept to a minimum. Many CASE tools allow one to add
extra property-value entries to the underlying model repository structure, and you should
try to do this.
Compartments
Quite often however, one wants to see the make-up of a class and then one puts in the compartments, as shown in Figure 12.20.
Figure 12.20
Class with
compartments

«implementation class»

InterviewTape
«methods»

+ timestamp(): Timestamp
+ lengthInMins(): int
«instance variables»

- barcode: Barcode
- lengthInMins: int

The compartments don’t have to be – indeed shouldn’t normally be – complete lists.
Most of the time when a class appears in a diagram it will only need to show certain of its
instance variables and methods in order to server the purpose of the diagram; and diagrams
take enough time to draw, get right and keep maintained that no diagram should ever be
drawn without a purpose. Figure 12.21 shows the UML comment symbol ; it’s a good idea to
use a comment to say just what the diagram was intended to convey. While your reader
might be a genius or have a flash of correct intuition and realize what you were trying to say
with your diagram, this can’t be and shouldn’t be relied on.
Figure 12.21
The comment
symbol

This diagram shows how the
Interview and the interview
record objects support
preparation of interview
evidence for trial.

Although you might be punctilious enough that you always put in an ellipsis (three dots)
when a compartment is only a partial listing, or you might be lucky enough that your CASE
tool puts ellipses in automatically, most of the time you should not assume that any compartment is necessarily complete. See Figure 12.22.
You will see that I have put compartment names. This is usually a good idea in case the compartments are shown in different orders, or readers aren’t used to using parentheses and
other clues in order to deduce what a compartment is listing. Those of you who know the
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Figure 12.22
Using an ellipsis

«implementation class»

InterviewTape
«methods»

+ timestamp(): Timestamp
+ lengthInMins(): int
«instance variables»

- barcode: Barcode
- lengthInMins: int
…

We shouldn’t assume that
there are only two methods.
Here, the ellipsis makes it clear
that there are more instance
variables than are showing.

UML will probably note that I’ve rebelled against the usual names for the compartments. I
find that “attribute” is ambiguous and overused, and for class boxes, prefer instance variable;
and I find that “operation” is misleading, indeed downright incorrect27 and prefer method.
You might also have noted that, in common with many others, I find the UML’s suggestion
that the attributes go first, to be counter to the spirit of object-orientation.28
It is also possible that you might use more than two compartments. I usually list constructors in a separate compartment, considering that they are not methods since they are
not messaged for, nor are they run by object instances. See Figure 12.23.
Figure 12.23
Three
compartments

«implementation class»

InterviewTape
«methods»

+ timestamp(): Timestamp
+ lengthInMins(): int
…
«instance variables»

- barcode: Barcode
- lengthInMins: int
…

Constructors could be indicated in the same
way as do our typical languages – giving them
a special name – the same name as the class.
Alternatively one could give them the name new.
Notice that a constructor doesn’t really need a
return type.

«constructors»

+ InterviewTape(serialNumber: String)

Notice that although you might have seen boxes with two substantive compartments on
page one of some books, we have only just reached them. An entity’s most useful compartment held attributes. The most useful compartment for both types and interfaces held messages. Only when we reach classes do we typically need more than one substantive
compartment.
Also notice that for the first time, the visibilities are appearing. Again, in some descriptions you may have encountered, you might have seen visibilities shown for everything. We
didn’t put visibility in subject matter models as it’s a rare subject matter that has private, pro27. The UML frequently distinguishes the way something is invoked – an operation – from what is
invoked – a method. Frequently it slips into calling everything an operation, however. Also, I just don’t
find that the word “operation” conveys the idea of a message or a service strongly enough.
28. Indeed you can assess your object orientation with this as a test. When you encounter a new class, do
your eyes go first to the (public) methods – object-oriented – or do they go first to the data – not quite
so object-oriented.
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tected, package and public members in any meaningful or useful way. We didn’t put visibilities in for types and interfaces since they list messages and non-public messages have no
clear meaning.
Note that there are two styles for depicting visibility. There’s the “Java style” giving a visibility for each member, although it’s usually done with symbols rather than keywords:
■

+ for public,

■

~ for package,

■

# for protected and

■

– for private.

The + and the – are intuitive enough, but I struggle to find an easy way to remember the
other two. You can try “protective gate” and “piece of packaging tape”, but I admit that
that’s pretty desperate.
Figure 12.24 shows how one can also use “C++” style and group members of the same
visibility within a compartment under a single subheading, whereupon words become more
sensible than symbols.
Figure 12.24
The alternative
presentation of
visibility

«implementation class»

InterviewTape
«methods»
public

timestamp(): Timestamp
lengthInMins(): int
package

barcode(assigned: Barcode): void
«instance variables»
private

barcode: Barcode
lengthInMins: int

This second style would allow us to depict the C# visibilities if we needed. There are currently (ptc/03-08-02) only four icons whereas C# has five visibilities. (It wasn’t until UML
1.4 that an icon for package visibility was added.)
The exact meanings of the different visibilities will be given a little later, when we have
done the details of methods and instance variables (see Table 12.4, on page 418).

12.7 Relationships
12.7.1 Interface relationships
There are two relationships of concern to the interface (I shall use the UML term for the
remainder of this section, rather than “pure abstract type”). Both of these relationships are,
of course, inter-type relationships and not inter-instance linkages.
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Notice, indeed, that an inter-instance relationship, sourced from an interface would be a
mistake.29 In the straightforward, object-oriented picture that this book is striving for, in
order to have an inter-instance relationship, you would have to have implementation and an
interface doesn’t have an implementation. An interface can be the destination of an interinstance relationship, however, since that simply implies a variable with a pointer (or link or
reference) of abstract type. Here, then, we see one of the many reasons why direction of
relationships in object models is important.
Implementation
The first relationship we will consider for the interface, is the implementation relationship. (As what we are talking about is obvious, I shall not monospace every occurrence of
“interface” in this section.)
The concrete class LinkedList, in the Java collection framework for example, implements
the List interface. An implementation relationship relates a class – ABC or concrete – to an
interface. (An implementation relationship from a pABC to an interface would be questionable. A pABC is functionally equivalent to an interface, so unless it just happened to be a
pABC right now, but was going to get some implementation later on, we would really be
looking at the next kind of relationship, coming up in a moment.)
Figure 12.25
The implements
relationship

«implementation class»

«interface»

LinkedList

List

In Figure 12.25 we see a triangular arrowhead for the implements relationship and,
praise be, can continue to interpret triangular arrowheaded relationship lines as “is a kind
of ” relationships, just as we did with generalization. The line style is dashed rather than
solid. The way I remember that is by considering that the implements relationship is simpler
(lower coupling) than the generalization relationship (or inheritance relationship), in that
just one kind of characteristic is shared in the implements relationship: type. See Figure 12.26.
Figure 12.26
How much is
shared?

«class»
Implementation

Inheritance

«interface»
Type

«class»

«class»
Type and
implementation

29. The UML does allow an inter-instance relationship to be sourced from an interface, but I struggle to
find any sensible interpretation for that, and wouldn’t do it myself. If you do have an interpretation, if
you’re working with something more exotic than our example languages, make sure that your interpretation is clearly described in the project standards document.
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(The name of this relationship has had a vexing history. It began as the sensible implementation relationship, then it was called “realization” for a while. Now, UML 2 tends to refer it
nearly always as the implementation relationship.)30
As the implementation relationship is reasonably straightforward, a class is allowed to
implement more than one interface, as is illustrated in Figure 12.27. This is the simplest way
to arrange that an object, while instantiated from one class, can carry several types, and thus
be useful to several kinds of client.
Figure 12.27
A class
implementing
interfaces

Java/(C#)
interface IndictableOffense { /* messages */ }
interface Incident { /* messages */ }
class BlackmailThreat implements IndictableOffense, Incident {
// IndictableOffense and Incident methods, and others perhaps
}

Remember – change the implements to a “:” for C#
(I need to cover something particular to C++ at this point. The implements relationship is
effected in C++ through the public inheritance relationship, as explained on page 332. If a
class is allowed to implement more than one interface, then in C++ that implies multiple
inheritance. You will see some style guides that forbid multiple inheritance, but one can’t be
that dogmatic. Multiple inheritance to give an object several types is permitted; what should
be forbidden is multiple inheritance of implementation. So provided that all, or all bar one,
of the superclasses are pABC rather than ABC, as shown in Figure 12.28, it’s OK.
Note than some C++ style guides have pABC names beginning with an “I”, IIndictableOffense and IIncident, for example. I think that’s probably a good idea although I
haven’t done it in this book. Some people do the same thing in languages like Java and C#,
but I wouldn’t – invoking the more general principle: that unnecessary, hard-coded prefixes
are pernicious.)
Figure 12.28
Necessary and
acceptable multiple
inheritance

C++
class IndictableOffense { /* pure virtuals*/ }; // pABC
class Incident { /* pure virtuals */ };
// pABC
class BlackmailThreat : public IndictableOffense, public Incident {
// IndictableOffense and Incident member functions, etc.
};

30. Officially, in the UML metamodel, the realization relationship is a general one; and the implementation relationship is the specific form of realization relationship that occurs between classes and interfaces.
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I will just finish off this consideration of the implementation relationship by going back
to an example from earlier. There is a question that often crops up when teaching Java or
C#. (It could occur in C++, but it’s much more obvious in these other two languages.)
Having written something like this, a few times during early exercises,
Java/C#
Surveillance foo = new Surveillance();

// naive

someone will ask why they have to repeat Surveillance. Why doesn’t the compiler know
that a Surveillance object should go in a Surveillance variable? The answer begins in our
tendency to learn about concrete classes first, and abstract types later.
All the example languages have a new operator, and in all those languages, that example
of Surveillance would have to be a concrete class (in Java/C# it couldn’t be primitive and
in C++, the only other thing it could be is a typedef for a primitive and this example concerns objects). Now, if Surveillance is a concrete class then foo is a variable with a concrete
class as its type, and while it does happen, it doesn’t make use of the flexibility through polymorphism of object-orientation. As we said earlier, this would be poor design: Surveillance
is too broad to be a good concrete class and perhaps not broad enough to be a type. So the
following would be better:
Java/C#
Observation foo = new VideoTapeSurveillance();

// better

Observation is the interface (or pABC) and VideoTapeSurveillance is the concrete class.
In UML we would see something like Figure 12.29.
Figure 12.29
Interface and
implementing
concrete class

«class» and
VideoTapeSurveillance

«interface»

Observation

Generalization
The second relationship of concern to interfaces is the one we saw earlier between List and
Collection. As shown in Figure 12.30 and Figure 12.31, List is an interface that not only
defines some messages a conformant object must accepts, it further declares that it is a kind
of Collection and therefore that conformant objects must implement Collection messages
in addition to List messages. Gratefully, we see that we can still apply our “is a kind of ”
interpretation of a triangle-headed relationship.
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«interface»

«interface»

List

Collection

«messages»

listIterator() : listIterator
…

«messages»

iterator(): Iterator
…

(There is one thing some of us struggle with though: should we have used a solid line
style here, as we did with generalization, since it is a generalization; or should we use a
dashed line, since it is type, and type alone, that is being shared? You see, the solid line style
is going to appear in a while as the inheritance relationship, where type and implementation are
shared. The decision is to go with the solid line, despite it being reasonably low coupling. If
you are a Java programmer then you should find this easier to remember. In Java, the term
extends is used for both the relationship between two interfaces and the relationship between
two classes. Whereas, as we’ve just seen, the relationship between a class and an interface is
called implements.)
Figure 12.31
Relationships
between interfaces

Java/(C#)
interface Collection { /* collection messages */ }
interface List extends Collection {
/* Messages that an object of type List would respond to in addition to those
* it must respond to because such an object is also of type Collection.
*/

12.7.2 Inter-class relationships
Inheritance of implementation
We have to be careful with the term inheritance. First of all it is now an official UML term; it
is a specialization of the generalization relationship when it occurs between classes.31 Secondly, as we have seen particularly in C++, inheritance can be a type-sharing device. Here
though, we are specifically thinking about the second kind of thing that a full-blown inheritance relationship brings, in addition to type – implementation.
Whereas an interface is simple, has just one kind of constituent and doesn’t get instantiated, a class is way more complicated with at least three kinds of constituents and it does get
instantiated anywhere from zero to millions of times. And instantiation means different
things to the different constituents of a class. So while it is fairly simple to specialize an
interface, it is not so simple to specialize a class.

31. In the UML metamodel there is a relationship called generalization that occurs between classifiers like
entity and class. When it occurs between classes, it has additional connotations and is called inheritance.
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(For C++ followers, that translates like this: so far, although we have had classes specialized from (derived from) more general classes, those more general classes have been very
simple – pure abstract base classes – for this very reason of the complexity involved in any
other kind of specialization.)
Not only is this book going to defer the more complicated implementation inheritance
relationship to a later section, it is suggested in all seriousness that developers who are
developing real systems get the interfaces and concrete classes working and stable before
they start worrying about abstract classes and implementation inheritance.

12.7.3 Inter-instance relationships
Characterization or use
From time to time, I have used the term characterizing relationship to cover both the “association” and “aggregation” relationships. It’s an important consideration even if it isn’t an
official UML term. When considering the minimum necessary set of associations in the
subject matter model, and when deciding which of a “cycle” of relationships was the best to
“snip” and declare to be derived, the suggestion was to ask yourself which associations and
aggregations were necessary to something because they give it part of its character. We also
said that attributes were characterizing values – “intrinsic” state – and that correct association and aggregation relationships were characterizing identities – “extrinsic” state.
Now we come to some other relationships that are still inter-instance relationships but
that are not characterizing relationships. They are the use relationships. The UML currently
presents «use» relationships with a very low profile, so because I would like to make it a
high-level distinction, I will employ the term use relationships.32 We had some examples of use
relationships that cropped up in our discussions of the case study for the subject matter
model, but subject matter relationships that are pure use and not characterizing – like “the
customer reads the menu” – turn out to be rather a waste of time, and, like messages and
actions, were not considered at that early stage.33
During the second modeling phase, plenty of messages were discovered that advanced
the design. Also during the second modeling phase, plenty of use relationships cropped up.
When, for example, bookings figured out whether or not they clashed, one booking used
the other. That was an example of a use relationship. Even at this late stage, however,
although we see plenty of use relationships, they tend not to be put in diagrams because
there are so many of them and they are mostly adequately implied, since they are things like
arguments, returns and locals (most of the other six link implementation varieties in fact).

32. There was a version of the UML, long ago, where “use” was a classification but that faded away.
33. We need to be careful. Characterizing relationships wouldn’t characterize if they didn’t eventually get
used. So the distinction being made is between relationships that are characterization and use, like association and aggregation; and relationships that are use alone.
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In the next section, however, where we will be anxiously pondering the resolution of one of
the trickiest relationships, we will document our decision, and if it turned out to involve a
use relationship, we might well show it.
A use relationship is shown using the general-purpose UML dependency relationship –
the dashed line with a stick arrowhead – and the «use» keyword (“stereotype”), as shown in
Figure 12.32.
Figure 12.32
Use relationship

«implementation class»

Restaurant

«implementation class»

«use»

TableBooking

Although they are listed as retired from the current version of UML, I continue to find
the old stereotypes, see Figure 12.33, useful for distinguishing the different varieties of use.
We have mentioned them before; they are, unofficially, «argument», «return», «self», «global».
Figure 12.33
A more precise use
relationship

«implementation class»

Restaurant

«implementation class»

«argument»

TableBooking

(We met them before where, along with the equally unofficial «characterizer», they gave
us the six classic ways in which one object is aware of another. It’s debatable, and unimportant, whether or not you include «self» and «global» as varieties of use relationship. An
object can always see itself and use itself and self-messaging is usually a good thing to be
doing. A global object that all other objects can see is usually a BAD THING.)
Our final relationship taxonomy
We are now in a position to document all the relationships that we have found useful in
some way or other. Table 12.2 illustrates a useful way of classifying them. I have given both
the UML terms and what I call the folklore terms, like “has a”. The table is arranged
roughly in order of coupling, with the safest, lowest coupling relationships at the bottom
and the highest coupling relationships at the top.
What becomes of association and aggregation?
If we are not going to worry about inter-class relationships just yet, what about the inter-instance
relationships? In our early CRC activities we assumed that object instances would be aware of
each other – they had to be in order to be able to collaborate. Some of those awareness
pathways we assumed would take the form of links between the instances, indeed we expect
the subject matter model to make good suggestions as to where such links were likely to be.
In the earliest CRC sessions we were a bit relaxed about exactly where those links would be
implemented because we hadn’t chosen most of the concrete classes at that stage. Well, now
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Table 12.2
Taxonomy of the
relationships

Inter-type/
class

Type and implementation
sharing

Inheritance

Type sharing

Implementation “Is a kind of”
Non-existenceAssociation
dependent

Characterizing
Interinstance

“Is a kind of and
works like”

“Knows a”

Aggregation

“Has a”

Composition

“Contains a”

Usage

“Uses a”

Existencedependent

Use

we are choosing our concrete classes; and the time has come to put the links in place. The
subject matter model suggested the ways in which the objects-to-be would be aware of each
other. We are going to put pointers (or references to use the Java/C# term) or collections
of pointers into our concrete classes to implement associations and aggregations. (And in
C++, where we have the choice, sometimes our aggregations will be implemented with
physical (i.e. by value) composition.)
I confess I don’t like using the terms association and aggregation at this late, technical
stage. Even with all the care we’ve taken over terminology and definitions, I still have a
nasty suspicion that if I asked three different programmers for an “association” between
Politician and Altruism, I’d get four different implementations. So, although the UML continues to use the “a” words and although the notation is the same, I might tend to say
“directed, referential, one-to-many characterizing relationship” instead of “association”
relationship.
A couple of new embellishments tend to be useful at this stage:
■

composition aggregation (filled in diamonds rather than hollow ones)

■

navigability arrows

And a couple of existing suggestions now become strong suggestions (edicts if you like):
■

Ensure that there are a minimum number of many-to-many relationships left.

■

Ensure there are no n-ary relationships. (And if there were, why, and who let them in?)

■

Check the implementation of any necessary derived relationships.

Composition aggregation

The UML says, quite rightly, that the interpretation of the hollow diamond aggregation relationship (shared aggregation) is not obvious. In this book, it has been interpreted as an existence-dependant relationship that would also support the semantics of “has” or “includes”
or “aggregates”.
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It would be pretty obviously aggregation if one object was physically contained within
another; and it would pretty clearly be existence-dependence as well if the memory of one
object instance was part of the memory of another instance. The UML distinguishes such
clear aggregation with filled in, or solid, diamond, as shown in Figure 12.34.
Figure 12.34
Composite
aggregation

«implementation class»

0..1

FixedLocation

«implementation class»

CrimeScene

«interface»

Position

0..1

Composition

«interface»

Cordon

Aggregation

C++ is an example of a language where such containment can actually be implemented
and we have already said that it’s often a reasonable way to implement component value
objects of another object. See Figure 12.35.
Figure 12.35
Two kinds of
“containment” in
C++

C++
class FlightPlan {
public:
// methods, constructors, etc.
private:
Timestamp estimatedDepartureTime;
Airport* pDeparturePoint;
};

// physically contained
// not physically contained

Java cannot make such a distinction. In Java, objects can only be pointed at (referenced).34 So, does the composite aggregation symbol have any significance for such languages? There is indeed a possible interpretation but it’s semantic rather than syntactic. The
interpretation concerns the lifetime of the “contained” instance. Even in Java and C#, one
can interpret composite aggregation (the solid diamond): as coincident lifetime. This means
that the “component” object must be brought into being at the same time as the “composite” object and that it lives only as long as, and exactly as long as, the “composite” object.
The shared aggregation (hollow diamond) can be interpreted as the “component” object
being existence-dependent, on the “composite” object, and having its lifetime take place
within the lifetime of the “composite”. In other words the component object is brought
into being in order to help the composite object, and that is its sole reason for existence, but
the composite object may have happily existed without the component for a while, and it
may be that the component is destroyed before the composite is eventually destroyed.

34. Although C# does have structs, which can be thought of as simplified objects specifically intended
to be used as value objects.
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Navigability arrows

We still use a solid, possibly segmented line to indicate a non-existence-dependent, characterizing relationship – an “association”. We still use role names – names of the ends, placed
at the ends – rather than a name of the relationship, in the middle. We still have dottedrange multiplicities. Figure 12.36 reminds us what these elements look like in UML.
Figure 12.36
Basic nonexistencedependent
characterizing
relationship

«type»

ScrambledLine

connects
0..∗

0..2

«type»

PoliceStation

We suspected during analysis, that the role names we established in the subject matter
model would give clues as to direction. Direction wasn’t important when these techniques
first arose in database development; direction is important to us, however; and its importance materializes now. During the CRC activities we got confirmation of the directions of
characterization. If, for example, Location characterized Crime then confirmation would have
come when, at some point, Crime had to message Location – because the only way that one
object can affect another is if it receives, and probably answers, a message. Confirmation of
the uni-directional nature would have come in that no CRC would have had Location objects
messaging Crime objects.
When enough CRCs have been done that direction is established fairly unambiguously,
we can place navigability arrows on the characterizing relationships – navigability arrows
that point in the direction of message sending and against the direction of characterization,
as shown in Figure 12.37.
Figure 12.37
Navigability

«type»

ScrambledLine

connects
0..∗

0..2

«type»

PoliceStation

With the navigability arrows, and the multiplicities, the design will be specifying enough
detail that a programmer will be able to decide where to locate pointers or references and
how to implement them.
If a CRC session convinced us that the early suspicions about directions were wrong, it
would be quite acceptable to update not only the role names in the technical model – such
that every arrow had a role name next to it and no roles existed where no arrows existed –
but also to update any corresponding subject matter associations should the subject matter
model have been versioned off and kept (as one hopes it has).
My advice is to put in all navigability arrows. The UML permits a navigability arrow to
be suppressed, and it also has a symbol for non-navigability – a little cross – so there are lots
of possibilities. At one extreme you put nothing and leave everyone guessing, which is
surely unacceptable. Another possibility is to put in arrows for directed relationships but
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suppress the arrows for bidirectional relationships, which surely leaves still leaves doubt as
to whether a relationship is bidirectional or undecided. I am happy to put navigability
arrows at the navigable ends and have nothing at the non-navigable ends. To be absolutely
sure, at the other extreme, you could consider insisting that every end either had a navigability arrow or the non-navigable cross, which is over-the-top for my tastes. Figure 12.38
shows the various possibilities.
Figure 12.38
Navigability
depiction
possibilities

«type»

ScrambledLine

connects
0..∗

«type»

ScrambledLine

connects
0..∗

«type»

ScrambledLine

0..2
connects

0..∗

«type»

ScrambledLine

0..2

0..2
connects

0..∗

0..2

«type»

PoliceStation

«type»

PoliceStation

«type»

PoliceStation

«type»

PoliceStation

Unknown navigability

Reasonable assumption of
one-way navigability

Completely unambiguously
one-way navigability

Unambiguously
two-way navigability

Our design is going to give us the least trouble when there is a navigability arrow at one
end or the other, but not both. If you have convinced yourself that there are definitely navigability arrows at both ends then there is a little bit more work for the designer or programmer to do. Let’s consider what’s going on.
Recall the fred/felicity test (see page 125),35 where I, an object, was pointing at fred and
then realized that I should be pointing at felicity instead: a) did fred originally, necessarily have
to point at me, and b) must fred now drop his pointer to me and must felicity now point at
me? If there are any “no”s in the answers then we conclude that it wasn’t a bidirectional
relationship after all; it was two directed relationships in complementary directions. So the
possibilities for a relationship that has been clinging on to navigability arrowheads at both
ends are:
1. The fred/felicity is failed.
We conclude that the objects of each end all hold sets of pointers to the objects at the
other end. There are no consistency requirements between the two sets of pointers. (We
also mutter darkly, querying why it hadn’t been changed already – to a pair of relationships in the diagrams.) See Figure 12.39a.

35. I think I remember now where the “f ” of fred and felicity came from. The original example instances
in some lecture or other, were originally of the Foobar type. Have a look at RFC 3092 (one of the Internet
community’s requests for comments) for an fascinating explanation of computer science’s ubiquitous
metasyntactic variables “foobar”, “foo” and “bar”, and whether foobar really is a bowdlerized form of
FUBAR.
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Figure 12.39
Possible realities of
a “bidirectional”
relationship

: someType

«implementation class»

a)

Foo

«implementation class»

b)

c)

«implementation class»

Foo

: someType

«implementation class»

: someType

Foo

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

Bar

: someType

Bar

: someType
∗

1

: someType

Foo

∗

: someType

Mutually consistent pointer sets

∗

«implementation class»

Bar

«implementation class»

Bar

d)
«implementation class»

Foo

«implementation class»

1

∗

foobar

∗

1

Bar

Intersection objects

2. The fred/felicity test is passed; however one (or both) directions aren’t characterizing
relationships but are use relationships. Let’s assume we realize that only one direction is
characterizing, and that the other direction is use.
We don’t implement the use direction with stored pointers. We only use pointers for
the characterizing direction, where we store in the characterized object, a pointer, or
pointers, to the characterizing object, or objects. For the use relationship we consider
instead, one of the other six ways in which one object can see another (see Implementation
stereotypes on page 285). There might, for example be circumstances where the right
thing to do would be to have the used object pass itself to its user as an argument to a
message, possibly even passing itself under an abstract type. This would not necessarily
be all that common, but if it was just one particular method that needed to know rather
than the object itself, then it would be appropriate. See Figure 12.39b.
3. The fred/felicity test is passed and it is a one-to-many relationship.
Then it’s reasonably easy and efficient to have the “one” hold a collection of pointers
to the “many”, each of which has a pointer back to its “one”. See Figure 12.39c.
4. The fred/felicity test is passed and it is a many-to-many relationship. This is the difficult
one.
There are two implementation possibilities. See Figure 12.39d:
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■

mutually held pointer sets that must be kept in synchronization – when I change my
fred pointer to point to felicity, it must be ensured that fred and felicity change their
pointers accordingly;

■

an intersection object.

Mutually held sets of pointers in each direction are going to present more overhead
in any update. The “we are now pointing at you lot, and you must point at us”
consistency will take longer to check for this many-to-many situation than for a one-tomany.
If we elect to go for the intersection object then a new class is required. The next
question – one we have fussed about before – is therefore: have we missed a subject
matter entity that was sitting between our troublesome pair and whose presence would
remove the problem?
I can’t put my hand on my heart and assert that it is impossible, but I’m sure it’s
going to be rare that one finds oneself in the position of supplying an intersection
object at design time that is pure invention.
There is one other possibility for implementing truly bidirectional characterizing relationships and that’s to avoid the pointer for the least traversed direction and use exhaustive
polling instead. If one direction is rarely used – me to felicity, say – then one might decide to
look at all the instances in order to find the rarely required instance. In other words, felicity
(and possibly others of her ilk) maintains a pointer to me, but if ever I need to message felicity, I have to ask each of all of the set of possible instances that includes felicity if they are
pointing at me; those that say “yes” are the ones I would have been pointing at.
Updating links is slow when we are implementing a bidirectional relationship with pointers in both directions, because of the consistency checks, and fast if we are implementing
only one direction with pointers. Using a bidirectional relationship, of course, is fast where
there are pointers in both directions, and slow for any direction without pointers.
There is another important question, because this is object technology and not relational
database technology: how exactly are polling and consistency checks done via messages?
Do the candidate instances have extra public methods for these “are you pointing at me?”
or “you should be pointing at me” messages, in addition to the methods we really want to
message for? Is it me who messages the candidates, and therefore knows all the candidates
or do I delegate to some other object that is in a better position to know all the candidates
and ask them who’s pointing at me?
We absolutely would not want to pollute the public interface of fred and felicity because of
this entirely mechanical difficulty. In C++, this would be one of those times when a friend
might be considered. A C++ friend is a method or class that is granted special access to
another class’ private members. It is a mechanism open to great abuse, but it’s the right
thing in some situations. I would have preferred not to use a friend in this situation, however. I like to restrict friends to being only those objects that are private helpers or attendants, like the iterator object that iterates over a collection object, objects whose classes can
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be defined purely in conjunction with the friendship granting class’ definition (nested
classes for example). In Java or C# one would use package or internal visibility, but without
that in C++, there aren’t many possibilities other than friendship.
Wrong answers to these two questions will have a nasty effect on the coupling, so there
are even more basic reasons in addition to the inefficiency of exhaustive polling, to be sure
that it’s the right thing to do.
Putting relationships in their place

There are a couple more methodology36 issues. Because of the origins of this kind of
method, in database development and entity–relationship modeling, there are dangers.
There are also many other opinions in the literature. (I thought of indicating that you could
skip this section on a first reading, but I don’t really think you can.)
Are characterizing relationships intrinsically bad?

When I first wrote the section above on the fred/felicity test, it was late in the day (that’s my
excuse) and I suddenly thought, “Just a minute, surely the need to know principle must
being violated if each object must know that the other object is holding a pointer to it.”
That was wrong however: we must always keep separate the notion of identity, which is an
external quality of an object – basically meaning an object can be pointed at – and implementation. It’s quite feasible that of a pair of objects one is saying, “I am aware of you, I have
your identity and you don’t need to know how; and therefore you should be aware of me
and you should somehow keep a knowledge of my identity.
I mention this because there is a related question that crops up in the literature: is there is
something inherently wrong with characterizing relationships (associations); do they necessarily increase coupling, do they violate the need-to-know principle and should they be
avoided?
In the early days of object-orientation, we did worry about the coupling introduced by
associations. “Here, you might find this Customer class of mine to be useful in your system.
And, well, you will need to take this Invoice class in addition, because it’s associated with the
Customer class. And you will, of course, need the InvoiceLine class that’s associated with that.”
One can still encounter such worries in the literature. Some approaches advocated using
intersection objects, association objects or junction objects as first-class objects, as a primary design strategy, in order to avoid such problems. In fact, we needn’t worry.
In the end, the answer turned out to be the crucial separation of type from class that we
have made such a fuss about. This is where the UML’s ball-and-socket notation makes the
decoupling look nicely obvious and intuitive.
When one object sees another object or several other objects through a good, minimal,
cohesive, abstract type – an interface or pABC – rather than through its actual concrete
class, the problems perceived when one only considers concrete classes are subdued. “To be
36. This book, like many, proposes a way of working – a method if you like. If we examine the method
itself, and perhaps compare it with other methods, we are doing methodology.
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«implementation class»

«implementation class»

Invoice

Customer
Debt

a Customer, I need to enquire about my debts. I am not a Debt though, debts have identity
and they exist apart from me, as objects in their own right. I don’t particularly want to know
how such objects function, I don’t even want to know their exact class, so I should get into
an abstractly typed relationship, with some objects that carry the type Debt, and avoid knowing their actual class. It’s inevitable that I know my debts but I don’t have to know about the
Invoice class or how it functions.”
How does one actually use an intersection object?

Harking back to our problem of a moment ago, with true bidirectional relationships, if we
find something in the subject matter that solves our need for an “intersection” object in a
natural way, then great. If, however, we decide we must create an artificial intersection
object then the new class must be seen as somewhat of a burden. (Imagine a future objectoriented programming language with declarative relationships, or look at some of today’s
frameworks like EJB. Our intersection objects would not be needed and would disappear.)
Have a look at the top part of Figure 12.42, which shows an artificial intersection object.
We must ask: how exactly do we use an intersection object? The classic answer, found frequently in the literature, gives high visibility to the intersection objects. This classic answer,
probably influenced a bit by database techniques, says that one can query the intersection
objects to find, say, the Suspects in question, and then from those intersection objects one
can find their Crimes. However, who is this “one” in that last sentence? In the kind of
object-orientation being advocated here, we don’t assume that there is human user simply
making queries from a GUI, we don’t assume that there is a special query object looking
down from above, no “database object”, no “god object”. If there were such an object, then
many, many other objects would have to be aware of it, and the coupling of the system
would be increased significantly. (Again, imagine the impact if the next version of your programming language suddenly acquired declarative relationships.)
A perception more in keeping with the rest of this book is that the associated objects
would have wanted to collaborate with each other, but find themselves one removed from
their associates and forced to deal with the intersection objects first. A Suspect, for example, is aware of the SuspectCrime intersection objects and messages them to get their Crime
objects, and can then message its crimes for whatever it wanted.
And rather than everyone knowing about any artificial intersection instances, we work
on the assumption that they might not be needed one day, that they might disappear one
day, and thus are known only to the associated natural instances. We try to isolate the
method code that knows about the intersection objects from the rest of the method code in
protected (UML and C++ sense) or even private methods as in Figure 12.41.
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Figure 12.41
Keeping invented,
artificial intersection
objects secret

Foo

1

∗

1

∗

Bar

Encapsulate – keep these a secret from the rest of the objects

When, for example, a suspect instance is associated with a new crime instance via an
ordinary, probably public, method, it creates a new intersection instance, keeps a pointer to
it and gives the crime instance a pointer to the new intersection instance through a nonpublic method. We know that bidirectionality is required however and so there must be corresponding pointers in the other directions, and we end up with the pointer pattern shown
in Figure 12.42.
Figure 12.42
Pointers associated
with intersection
objects

Suspect

Colonel
Mustard

1

∗

SuspectCrime

∗

1

Crime

Body
in the
Library

And, of course, we’ve ended up with mutual pairs again. The only gain is that the intersection objects can hold their pointers directly; they don’t have to have the sets of pointers
that the original objects would have held. Thus it is easier to do updates and to do the consistency checks.
So the choice is, given the decision to use an artificial intersection object:
■

see the intersection objects as the main service providers, have their presence be openly
known and enjoy the simplicity of just having pointers from the intersection objects;

■

see the intersection objects as a necessary evil, keep them a secret, have only the original
associates known to other objects, have the associates use the intersection objects
secretly and suffer pointer pair consistency checks.

If on the other hand, we make the happy discover that we had missed a good and righteous subject matter entity, things are slightly different. Take the Officer and PoliceStation
of Figure 12.43 and a requirement to know where an officer had served over any given
period of time. Initially it looked like a bidirectional many-to-many. We look at the subject
matter again, we read some documentation or talk to a domain expert, and we come up with
TourOfDuty. It is a phrase that is commonly used, everyone understands it. We check the
“most closely characterized” test (see Derived associations on page 126) and we are happy that
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an officer is characterized by his or her tours of duty, and that a tour of duty is characterized
by an officer and a police station, and that a police station is characterized by the tours of
duty the officers are performing. There is no need to keep the existence of TourOfDuty
instances a secret; we are happy that even if there were a radical software technology
change, such objects would remain, and remain useful. If any of the relationships to the natural “intersection” entity remain bidirectional, well they are one-to-many rather than manyto-many and pointers in both directions don’t pose quite the problem for one-to-many as
they do for many-to-many.
Figure 12.43
A natural
“intersection” object

Officer

1..1
deploying

locates

serves

0..∗

TourOfDuty

1..∗

1..1
serving

PoliceStation

N-ary relationships

We looked at whether n-ary associations existed or were useful in subject matter models
(see page 127); and it was suggested that since they could always be replaced by something
simpler, they weren’t necessary or desirable. They certainly cannot be directly implemented,
so let’s review what n-ary relationships should have been or must become:
■

Not symmetric, in which case the ugly great diamond was a stylistic variation after all,
like the “comb” or “shared target” stylistic variation used in generalization or
aggregation. It will be much clearer if the individual directed relationships are shown
instead of the n-ary diamond.

■

Missing object in the middle. Most likely. Put it in.

■

Not a spoke arrangement at all, but a circular arrangement instead, i.e. just a mistake.
Correct the mistake.

Implementing derived associations

In producing the subject matter model, we mentioned a tension between the transitive
nature of association relationships and the Law of Demeter (Derived associations on
page 126). In the “real world”, enquirers like you and I exist and we can look at linked
instances and answer questions based on the links. “If the members of that gang committed
those robberies and those robberies involved a total of 43 bicycles, then those members
stole 43 bicycles.” Databases support such queries. The object-oriented approach, however,
has found great benefit in information hiding, and the kind of information hiding in question here is enshrined in the Law of Demeter’s injunction to access only the objects you can
see and not to try to access the objects known to those objects.
Some transitive relationships might have been considered sufficiently important that
they were included in analysis models, and marked as derived associations. Some of those
might remain important. It could be that Gang or Criminal has to offer a stolenGoods() service.
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Pointer types and “interface specifiers”

I have been purposely vague about the keywords (the “stereotypes”) in the last few diagrams. If we are following the advice that the types of instance variables, especially instance
variables implementing links to entity objects, should be interfaces rather than classes,
then some extra information is required on the diagram, or the programmer can only use
the concrete class PoliceStation for the type of the pointer instance variable held by the
TourOfDuty in Figure 12.43.
Could we give a type to an association end, indicating the type of the objects that should
go at that end? When this very important characteristic was originally introduced into the
UML, it was called the interface specifier, and one of the very important things it allowed us to
do was to clarify that the type of a pointer could be different – more abstract – from the
class of the object at the end of the pointer.
A typical diagram from the early days of UML might look something like Figure 12.44.
Figure 12.44
Naïve typing

«implementation class»

PoliceStation

«implementation class»

connects
0..2

0..∗

ScrambledLine

We see an inter-instance relationship from instances of one class to instances of another
class. This kind of diagram frequently ends up in designs because it’s been copied too
directly from the analysis. This will almost certain involve a pointer (or a collection of pointers) in the source objects’ class. A very important question for the programmer is the type
of those pointers. As we have said many, many times, it almost certainly should be an
abstract, polymorphic type.
Given all the time we needed, we would ideally like to redraw the diagram to show our
intentions. Have a look at Figure 12.45. The original, destination concrete class is now just
one of several classes implementing an interface that hadn’t been apparent in the original
diagram.
Figure 12.45
Abstractly typed
pointer

«interface»

Establishment

«implementation class»

connects
2..2

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

PoliceStation

OpsCenter

0..∗

ScrambledLine
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How could we keep the original diagram of Figure 12.44, yet correct it so that it gives all
the information that the programmer needs? For a navigable end of an “association” in
UML 2 we are permitted to give the same information as could be given for an attribute,
including a type, i.e. an “interface specifier”. Now we can have our original example look
like Figure 12.46.
Figure 12.46
“Interface specifier”
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Figure 12.47 shows a redrawing of the TourOfDuty diagram of a moment ago.
Figure 12.47
Redrawing of Figure
12.43
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The other way to show clearly what is going on is to have the interface in the diagram,
but suppress its impact via the ball and socket notation, as shown previously, in Figure
12.40, on page 374, for example.

12.8 Case Study
We have covered enough important material that we should stop for a moment and look at
the case study in the light of what we have done so far.

12.8.1 Eating
We will warm up with what I think is probably the easier area. Indeed you may already have
figured it out if you did the CRC session proposed in Exercise 11.3, on page 313.
Assume that the CRC sessions have established the need for the object types MenuSection
and MadeToOrderDish, and that a menu section instance would message a dish instance to
obtain its name, description and price.
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Remind yourself of the subject matter model for this area, as shown in Figure 7.12, on
page 181. There are some generalization relationships there. What do they tell us about the
design? Turn to that page and think about that question before reading on .
Do they tell us about superclasses and subclasses? You can hardly have helped noticing
that I think not; or at least only very indirectly. We simply don’t have the evidence to plan
sharing of implementation. All we have, and could reasonably expect to have, is the evidence for planning the sharing of type. We can see that while the CRC might have given us
messages to example dishes, the structural design will need to be a bit more general that
that. A menu might have to message varying mixtures of instances of dishes, drinks and
goodness knows what else – souvenir T-shirts perhaps.
Propose a way to decouple the menu section from any concrete classes we finally settle
on.

!

Turn the page when you are ready
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We need a type, an interface, through which the menu section can see anything that it will
find itself dealing with in that scenario. (There might be other types for other scenarios that
dishes and drinks could also carry.)
What did you come up with? Some people come up with FoodOrDrinkItem. Why might
we reject that name? Well it’s hardly cohesive with an “or” in it. Also, it contains a FORBIDDEN WORD, “item”. (Appendix F contains a list of words I suggest we ban.) And of course
the name doesn’t cover any future T-shirts or whatever. How does a menu section perceive
all these things it might be messaging, what role do they play?
Saleable would be quite good. It is a bit optimistic however. Perhaps the best is actually
the name from the subject matter model, Offerable. On the whole, my favorite is Advertisable.
Our emerging structural model will look something like Figure 12.48.
Figure 12.48
Case study
interfaces and
concrete classes –
eating

«implementation class»

MenuSection

advertised
0..∗

«interface»

Advertisable

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

MadeToOrderDish

Drink

And what messages do we see Advertisable defining? We can start with the three that
we have already mentioned. As a UML box, it would look like Figure 12.49.
Figure 12.49
Case study
interfaces –
Advertisable

«interface»

Advertisable
«messages»

name(): String
description(): String
price(): MonetaryAmount

Let’s try another area.

12.8.2 Seating
We’ll take another three of the object types that emerged from the CRC sessions: the Booking, the Table and the Diary. Figure 12.50 reminds us how they looked when we last saw them
in the previous chapter.
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Figure 12.50
Some types from
the object type
model

«type»

Zone

1..∗

locates
0..∗

«type»

1..1

Table

«type»

Diary

1..1

allocated
1..1

0..1
hosting

accepts
0..∗

«type»

Party

0..1

0..1
made

«type»

Booking

What interfaces and concrete classes will implement and type these objects, and what
inter-type and inter-class relationships will we put between them? Is it as simple as, “Well we
need three classes, called x, y, and z”? Or is it more subtle than that? Don’t go into too much
detail over the inter-instance relationships; focus on the inter-class and inter-type relationships that you think would be beneficial.
You may find this one more difficult than the previous. Newcomers to object-orientation find this stage to be one of the most difficult in the development. You might like to
think about your answer for a few minutes before reading the hints I’m about to give.
What concerns us, as before, is decoupling and the need to know principle. We want to
overcome what used to be considered a dilemma of object-orientation. We want to have
encapsulation yet we want reusability. (See the discussions of apparent conflicts on page 373
and on page 352). And what is our major decoupling device, the device that resolves this
dilemma (and the device that most neatly resolves the early seeming dilemma of how to
have reasonably strong typing and late binding)? The interface – just as before. So where
are we going to put these “ball and socket” decouplers, these interfaces?
Here’s the main hint. Surely a Diary will turn out to be reusable if anything is going to
be? How do we ensure that at least the Diary doesn’t willfully obstruct reuse? Or putting it
slightly more helpfully, that the Diary isn’t limited to being used only in the context of restaurant bookings?
Enough hints. Think about how you would realize the Table, Diary and Booking types
through interfaces and classes. Sketch out a UML diagram depicting your decisions.

!
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What does Diary need to hold? Must it hold restaurant bookings? No. Diary holds …
Figure 12.51
Interfaces and
concrete classes

«implementation class»

1..1

DiningTable
1..1

«implementation class»

Diary
allocated
1..1

No CRC sessions have
uncovered a use of this
relationship; it may not
be kept in the design.

0..1
hosting
«implementation class»

Party

accepts
0..∗
0..1

0..1
made

«implementation class»

«interface»

TableBooking

Appointment

Appointment and a table booking is a kind of Appointment. See Figure 12.51 or Figure 12.52.
Figure 12.52
Alternative depiction

«implementation class»

TableBooking

accepts
0..∗
Appointment

allocated
1..1

«implementation class»

Diary

Did you check the Principle of Substitutability? I’ve watched people as they doodle, wondering what to do, and they sometimes draw this:

Diary

?

Booking

Or

Table

?

Diary

That would be quite wrong. A Diary isn’t a kind of Booking and neither is a Table a kind
of Diary.
Notice that I’ve followed another guideline: that concrete class names should be “narrow”. Booking and Table are a bit general. Figure 12.51’s TableBooking and DiningTable are
better.
Maybe one reason that people find this difficult is that they are reluctant to use an interface when there is just one kind of concrete class to implement it today. Well, that shouldn’t
stop you. Decoupling the first concrete class paves the way for the concrete classes still to
come, as long as the interface is a genuine role perception of a client and not artificial or
arbitrary. When people are learning about interfaces for the first time, in a language like Java
or C#, a common question three-quarters of the way through the course is, “Should I
always consider introducing an object via the first class that makes it and the first interface
through which it used?” Yes. It might seem over the top when there is just one class, but it’s
a worthwhile investment.
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So what future concrete classes might our architecture welcome? We don’t know (that’s
the point) but it might turn out to be RepeatBooking. One amusing thing that cropped up in
an exercise, concerned what to do about the outside zones like the pavement or the garden
(this wasn’t in the UK), and stopping their tables getting booked in winter. Someone came
up with a Season class that implemented the Appointment interface, and plonked a winter
instance of Season into the diaries of the al fresco tables.

12.9 Implementation Inheritance and
Abstract Classes
If you’ve been following the C++ examples strand then you will already have seen some
inheritance. However, we used it in a simple and limited way. So far we have inherited only
type from our superclasses (base classes in C++), since the superclasses defined nothing but
abstract, code-less methods (pure virtual methods in C++). Now we look at inheriting
implementation as well.
We have already mentioned the difficulty of getting two things right with one relationship. In this section, we will also find that there are problems of volatility; not just volatility
across versions but across test, debug and fix. It’s here as well that we will say exactly why
ABCs have to do those two jobs.

12.9.1 The origins of inheritance
The original picture of inheritance was probably the one that still tends to be presented
when a pure programming perspective is taken. Surely there must be a way that we can simply declare similarity. Surely there is a way in which this mainstay of object-orientation, the
class, can be based on something it is highly likely we have already developed elsewhere or
elsewhen. Perhaps there was a little bit of wishful thinking and silver bullet37 seeking.
As it turned out, the similarities were over-estimated, the differences were under-estimated and the stability or persistence of similarity as a system evolved probably wasn’t considered much at all. When you add to these diminishing advantages, the not inconsiderable
disadvantage of high class-coupling, inheritance doesn’t quite bring all the benefits we
hoped for, and when it does bring benefits it’s only when we are very careful. I should
emphasize at this point that inheritance does have benefits; it’s the care that is required to
do it right that I want to stress.

37. In his second most widely acclaimed essay, “No Silver Bullet”, (The Mythical Man–Month being the
first) [Brooks 95], Frederick Brooks eloquently described how software development is difficult, and that
there is no magic way of getting around that, despite the seemingly continuous and increasingly desperate quest for a magic amulet, a silver bullet. The failed, base bullets have been 4GL, prototyping, visual
this, rapid that, and of course object-orientation itself. They are all ammunition of varying value, material
and caliber, but none of them is the savior.
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12.9.2 The nature of inheritance
Inheritance, then is an inter-class relationship. While you could consider inheritance of
implementation alone, there is inevitably a way to use composition (aggregation) instead,
providing reusable implementation in a less troublesome form. We will come back to this
point, because it’s very important, but one reason why composition is less troublesome is
because it’s object-oriented rather than class-oriented. Composition couples only individual
instances together, rather than coupling entire sets of instances.
Early on, many developers realized that if sharing of implementation was better done by
sharing component objects, inheritance would have to do something more than just share
implementation if it was to prove its worth. As we have seen, the primary role that inheritance began to assume in most languages was that of sharing of type.
Today it is built in to most modern object-oriented programming languages that inheritance must share type and might share implementation. That is the only kind of inheritance
you get in Java and C#. Most C++ style guidelines agree that object-oriented C++ should
only use the type-sharing-as-well-as-implementation-sharing inheritance of public inheritance,
and not the implementation-sharing-alone inheritance of private inheritance.
So the inheritance relationship – or more precisely, the implementation inheritance relationship is doing two things. Trying to get two things right in one relationship is always
going to be more difficult.
Also, if analysis and design were being done prior to coding, it was possible to think
about type sharing relationships at an early, planning, structural, architectural stage, whereas
it was not possible to anticipate implementation and its sharing so early. Early modeling
efforts, then, also tend to push inheritance toward is a kind of, more importantly than any
possible works like. And you can hardly help noticing that this book has amplified that somewhat, and is only now, half way through the last main chapter, considering inheritance of
implementation and the works like relationship.
Perhaps this is the place to point out that it is possible to do a perfectly decent, objectoriented implementation in Java or C# with no inheritance whatsoever. It would be unusually extreme but with component objects and implementation of interfaces, inheritance is
not indispensable. Recall the definition of objects and object-orientation that was given earlier (see page 6). It didn’t involve inheritance. Some authorities, however, do define objectorientation as involving inheritance, and I disagree. (In C++, inheritance is part of objectorientation but only in an indirect way: we can’t have polymorphic messages without it.)
We have so far planed types (interface or pABC) and concrete classes. Furthermore, I
suggest that you try to arrange that the concrete classes stabilize before you worry too much
about implementation inheritance. By stabilize I mean that the concrete classes should at
least be complete and successfully compile (after all maintenance doesn’t just begin after
delivery, maintenance begins when the compiler laughs contemptuously at one’s miserable
first attempt and spits back ego-bruisingly large numbers of error messages). Really, however, the concrete classes should have gone through a round of test, debug and fix as well.
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It is a common experience that what one initially imagines would be shared eventually
turns out to be differentiated, and that elegant factoring appears in surprising places. Nonetheless, it certainly happens that inside several classes implementing a common interface
one finds common implementation – common instance variables and common method
code. If we are not happy to realize that commonality in an object-oriented way, as a component object instance, we will now consider the class-oriented route – inheriting it from a
superclass. And we will only consider such a route when it already exists as a route over which
type arrives.

12.9.3 What happens exactly?
A class declares that it has a superclass, and that it can now, therefore, be considered a subclass.
It’s possible that the “buck stops” at this superclass, i.e. that the superclass in question does
not itself have a superclass. Or it’s possible that a subclass declares a superclass that does
have its own superclass. Putting it the other way around, subclasses can themselves act as
superclass. How long might that go on? It’s not our familiar comprehension limit, 7 ± 2.
George Miller’s magic number only applies when the chunks are crisp chunks with proper
boundaries, or encapsulation. When you look at an object whose class has inherited, the
boundaries are weaker. You don’t find the two separate objects you would have found if you
had used composition. An object of a subclass is just that: one object with one identity. This
is important so I’ll say it again: a component object retains its separate identity, it is fully
encapsulated, and it is coupled to the composite object by messages; inherited members,
however, do not retain a distinct identity and the coupling is via the “merging” of classes.
As a successful architecture successfully matures, one can expect a rare maximum of
roughly three or four levels of superclass to emerge.
Some languages have what is called a root class, or primordial class. There is a special class
whose existence is built in to the language. Any class that doesn’t declare a specific superclass automatically has this root class as its superclass. Java, C# and Smalltalk are all like
this; C++ does not have a root class. The advantage of a root class is that there are certain
capabilities that one can rely upon as being provided by absolutely every, single object. In
such languages – and incidentally this class has the somewhat confusing name of Object
(notice the upper-case “O”) in Java, C# and Smalltalk – all classes are to be found somewhere in a single-rooted tree of classes related by inheritance. Doesn’t this prove that inheritance is a fine thing, and that all this worrying is unnecessary? Not at all; in fact it
demonstrates the opposite. What was realized was that the primordial class of the original
language, Smalltalk, was too big – the coupling turned out to be a problem. When Java
adopted the same idea, it ensured that its primordial class Object was as small and as simple
as it could be.
It’s important to realize that inherited implementation comes via different paths and in
different ways. We move on to the exact mechanics of member inheritance.
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Variables
Instance variables are always inherited. Straightaway, here’s something that makes the design
of superclasses challenging. Can you be sure that the instance variables defined by your
superclass will usefully, or even better necessarily, form part of all instances of all subclasses
now and forever more; and not just the direct subclasses but of all of the subclasses of all
the subclasses unto the nth generation? I know I can’t.
“What about private visibility?” some will be asking. It’s surprising how long one can go
on when learning object-orientation, before realizing that privacy does not affect possession, it only affects visibility. Private instance variables are inherited; they do form part of
the micro-state of all instances of all subclasses; what private means is that only inherited
methods can access inherited instance variables, as illustrated in Figure 12.53. This is still
very important and very beneficial; we definitely do not want a direct dependency between
code defined in one class and variables defined in another class.
Figure 12.53
Inheritance of
instance variables

Superclass

«implementation class»

Subclass
«methods»

+ methodC(): int
+ methodD(): int

instanceVar1
instanceVar2
instanceVar3

C metho
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dD
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«instance variables»

- instanceVar1: int

A method
thod
B
me

«methods»

+ methodA(): int
+ methodB(): int

«instance variables»

- instanceVar2: int
- instanceVar3: int

This subclass instance has three
instance variables, but only the
inherited code can access the
inherited, private instance variable.

It’s no good trying to override, or decline an inherited instance variable in some other
way. What would happen, should you try, varies from language to language, it’s often surprising, frequently dangerous, and you should make sure you understand this area of your
chosen language. The best you can do with an inherited instance variable that somehow
ends up unneeded, is ignore it; it’ll just be a deadweight, a millstone that all the instances
will just have to carry.
Methods
Methods are affected by inheritance somewhat differently. Methods are not held on a perinstance basis to start with.
When a message arrives at an object, the class of the receiving object determines where a
matching method is sought. If there is no method in the class of the object, but the object’s
class has a superclass, then a matching method is sought there. If the superclass doesn’t
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have a suitable method, then the superclass’ superclass, if it exists, is examined, and so on.
(All this is heavily optimized by the compilers and the run time executive by the way, as it’s
bedrock object-orientation.)
That you won’t get all the way to the “top” without finding a suitable method is normally
checked by the compiler. That’s what we meant earlier when we said we wanted polymorphism, and therefore run time binding, and yet we didn’t want to give up type checking altogether. In a language with weak type checking, like Smalltalk (but not Strongtalk), the run
time executive might indeed get all the way to the root class without finding a method to
match a message, and then there would be a run time error – the familiar “nextInvoice does
not understand hyperbolicSine” run time error of Smalltalk.
Visibility

Visibility (or access category) is important to the understanding of method inheritance.
We have to talk about a rather unholy mixture of visibilities. Sadly, Java’s protected doesn’t
quite mean the same as C++’s protected, C++ doesn’t have Java’s package, and C# calls its
nearest equivalent of package access internal. What to do then? I’ll use the UML’s visibilities
as before. It’s reasonably straightforward to translate them to the specific visibilities or
access categories of our example languages. The UML’s visibilities are private, protected,
package and public.
There are two ways, at least, that you can look at this. You can say that:
■

private methods are not inherited and are therefore not part of the inheriting class’
interface;

■

protected methods are inherited but are still not part of the inheriting class’ interface;

■

package methods are inherited, they sort of go into the inheritor’s interface but they are
only visible to objects of other classes in the same package;38

■

public methods are inherited and enter a class’ interface without qualification.

Typically, when package and protected methods arrive they remain package or protected,
so they continue to be inherited under the same visibility when subclasses have subclasses.
The other way of looking at these, and my preferred way, is to say that:
■

a public method defines a message that any other object can send;

■

a package method defines a message that other objects in the same package can send;

■

a protected method defines a message that can only be a self-message and that cannot
come from other objects;

■

a private method defines a message that can only be a self-message and furthermore
one that can only come from methods of the same class and cannot come from subclass
methods.

38. We continue to package up our classes. We introduced packaging in Section 3.3 and continue to work
on the design in packages.
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You can see, I hope, that we should be miserly with public methods. The default access
category in Java is package, not public. Quite right. Distrust examples and programming
courses that slap public in front of everything without thinking; it’s unnecessary and dangerous. You can always be convinced that a method should be opened up and be changed
from package to public. Once a method is public however, there’s usually no going back.
Some important bit of code squirreled away somewhere will be using the public method
and it will turn out not to be possible to close it down to package.
And you can see, I hope, why we are only discussing methods here! If not, there is something coming up called the FRAGILE SUPERCLASS.

12.9.4 Overriding and metrics
Superclasses, then, can offer methods to back up obligations. In other words, as well as
forcing your instances to accept a message signature it has defined, a superclass might have
default implementation method your instances can use to handle that message.
However, it is almost never going to be possible to arrange that a set of methods in a
superclass is suitable for every one of its subclasses. A subclass needs the option to override
a method: “Yes my instances must accept and respond to that message, but that code just
isn’t a suitable way to do it. I will have to provide my own, more specialized, more suitable
code.”
Overriding, as it is called, is quite easy to do (perhaps too easy). The subclass simply
defines a method with the same signature and return type as the superclass method it wants
to override. When the message arrives at the instance – if we are using our default of late, or
dynamic, or run time, i.e. polymorphic binding – the class of the receiver is searched for a
method with the same signature as the message, before the superclass of the class of the
receiver is searched. Naturally if a method is found in the direct class it will be used, it will
have overridden the method from the superclass that could have been used, as shown in
Figure 12.54.
Figure 12.54
Overriding

«ABC»

(Having been well-behaved for a
while now, I have indulged in some
unofficial keywords (“stereotypes”).
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«ABC»

Superclass
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«methods»
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Subclass
«methods»

+ verySpecial() : int

Messages binding to the
methods with the same
signature that are “nearest”
in the superclass chain.
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If, however, one looks at a subclass and one sees that many or most of the superclass
methods are overridden, one starts to question the value of having the methods in the
superclass in the first place. It might be that such a subclass is the exception; maybe there
are six other subclasses that are happily inheriting and not overriding. Of course, in reality it
will never be simple to assess. Each subclass might override different, and different numbers of, superclass methods. In some large-scale, long-term projects it will be more important to isolate and control common implementation than in other projects. (Of course, even
then, you should check whether that factoring could be better done via component objects
and composition.)
So no-one, as far as I know, can give a quantitative guideline about how much overriding
is OK and when the point comes when you should say, “This superclass (ABC) isn’t achieving enough to pay for its keep. Let’s replace it with an interface (pABC) and standalone subclasses. Or at least let’s consider refactoring the structure.” But if one wants an architecture
that is going to survive past “version 4” (see page 104), one must try to be sensitive to the
arrival of that moment.

12.9.5 Minimizing the class coupling
In courses, at this point, one in ten people usually become convinced that they must have
misheard me when I said, “All instance variables must be private, unless you can get the signatures of at least six OO gurus who agree that something else is absolutely necessary.” Yes
we really did mean it. Even protected isn’t for instance variables; Smalltalk was right when it
made private the only possibility. If a method finds itself needing to access an inherited (a
superclass) instance variable, it does not mean that the instance variable in question must be
made protected rather than private; instance variables must be private. What it means is that
the instance variable or the method is in the wrong place.
One of the advantages of having a specific activity of choosing and moving the common
implementation, the activity we are engaged in right now, is that one can ensure that
instance variables and methods tend to stay together.
Despite this, and with the best will in the world, there will be times when a method
thinks that it absolutely must access an inherited superclass variable. What does one do? The
answer will involve self-messaging of one form or another.
Self-messaging
We have encountered the simple use self-messaging already (see Self-messaging on page 348).
Now we get a little more sophisticated. And we will be returning again to even more sophisticated uses of self-messaging.
The first possibility to consider, when a method seems to need to access an inherited
instance variable, is whether or not there is an inherited property that could be accessed
instead; i.e. rather than trying to read an inherited temperature instance variable, use an inherited temperature() (or getTemperature()) method instead, if they exist of course. Ask yourself if
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you are trying to read (or write) the variable that implements the property today but that
might not be implementing the property tomorrow; and whether you could be messaging
yourself for the property instead, as illustrated by Figure 12.55. Sending a message to yourself doesn’t increase the coupling, whereas a method in one class accessing a variable in
another class does increase the coupling.
Figure 12.55
Self-messaging

Java/C#
// etd =

temperature * holmes.mHcoolingCurve(e);

// not the best way
// if
etd = this.temperature() * holmes.mHcoolingCurve(e); // is a reasonable alternative

C++
// etd = temperature_m * holmes.mHcoolingCurve(e);
etd = this->temperature() * holmes.mHcoolingCurve(e);

Perhaps it should be emphasized that a self-message is a proper message. As Figure
12.56 illustrates, the binding mechanisms employed to find the method that should respond
to a self-message are exactly the same mechanisms as usual. This brings added advantages:
it means for example, that if our method in question self-messages for an “accessor” or
“property” method that today is implemented in the superclass but tomorrow is implemented or overridden in the subclass, the method in question won’t have to change, the
self-messaging will continue to work correctly. (Figure 12.56 needs careful reading – some
“snakes and ladders”: starting with the reallyUseful() message, go up the message arrows
and down the dashed comment callout lines until you reach the verySpecial() method.)
(“self” is spelled “this” in C++, Java and
C#. I think that that’s a pity. It often
leads to the wrong mental picture.)

«ABC»

SuperSuperClass
«methods»

«ABC»

+ kindaUseful() : int
+ reallyUseful() : int

Superclass
«concrete class»

«methods»

Subclass

+ kindaUseful(): int

«methods»

+ verySpecial() : int

reallyUseful():int

reallyUseful() {
self.kindaUseful();
}

kindaUseful() {
self.verySpecial();
}

kindaUseful():int

When a method of an object sends itself a message,
the “self” of self-messaging refers to the instance running
the method, not the class from which the method came.

Figure 12.56 Self-messages are ordinary messages
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What if there isn’t a method “fronting” the variable you think you need to access? Again
assuming that there are pressing reasons against refactoring the classes so that the variable
is better positioned, the next best thing is to add (or get added if the superclass isn’t under
your control) a protected access method in the superclass, as shown in Figure 12.57. After
all, if one is able to contemplate changing the visibility of a variable, one is presumably able
to get a protected method added instead. Self-messaging can then be used to keep down the
coupling as before, and because the message is protected rather than package or public (UML
semantics apply), normal objects cannot become dependent on this added method, so there
will be a limited impact of removing the method at a later date. Finally, there is usually no
pressing reason why an added, protected, accessor method should be polymorphic, so it can
usually be arrange to use early (or “static”) binding, and perhaps even inlining;39 all of
which means that such methods might be more efficient, then you will not only have
avoided the source code coupling, you will have avoided any run time overhead.
Figure 12.57
Protected “access”
method

C++
class BodyInLibrary {
public:
virtual Distance distanceFromDrinksTray() const;
// etc.
protected:
Temperature temperature() const { return temp; };
private:
Temperature temp;
};

Don’t worry about that const, it just marks the method as a query method.
If the above sometimes seems like more work than perhaps is necessary, make sure you
read the section on the fragile superclass before you form your final opinion (see page 397).

12.9.6 Self, overriding and super
Self-messaging and overriding can be combined in a couple of ways that illustrate some of
our design principles.
Having just said that too much overriding was A BAD THING, there is a pattern that purposely uses it. The pattern swings into action when one has realized that each overriding
subclass method has the same core code. Let’s say that each suggestSentence() involves the
xCrime being looked up in some unvarying way; but there are then variations on the sentence suggestion depending on the exact subclass of the crime. What you can do is:
39. Non-virtual methods in C++ or C# and final methods in Java, when combined with the right keywords or compiler switches, and with method code that isn’t too complicated, can result in the compiler
avoiding a run time lookup of the class of the receiver, and perhaps even avoid the call actually become a
call in the compiled program, the call being replaced by the code instead.
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■

put the core code, the lookup in this case, into the superclass, say AbstractCrime;

■

each subclass, like HighMediaProfileCrime or VIPsMerePeccadilo, needing to add or
subtract an appropriate number of years, overrides the inherited suggestSentence();

■

to get its core functionality, the overriding suggestSentence() self-messages for the
overridden suggestSentence(); and

■

the overriding suggestSentence() adds whatever processing is necessary before or after.

There’s only one problem: if suggestSentence() self-messaged for suggestSentence(), it
would be messaging for itself under the normal binding rules. This would be infinite recursion – an infinite loop.
So another keyword or mechanism exists to enable self-messaging with slightly altered
binding. In Java, for example, the keyword is super rather than this.40 Using super or its
equivalents, the method binding search begins not in the class of the receiver, but in the
superclass of the class of the receiver. Naturally, this prevents the infinite recursion and
gives us what we want. Figure 12.58 and Figure 12.59 illustrate the technique.
Figure 12.58
Overrides that use
the overridden, in
Java

Java
abstract class AbstractCrime {// abstract classes coming up soon
int suggestSentence() { /* lookup, whatever, wherever */ }
// etc.
}
class HighMediaProfileCrime extends AbstractCrime {
int suggestSentence() {
return super.suggestSentence() + prAdvisor.suggestedSupplement();
}
// etc.
}

Figure 12.59
Overrides that use
the overridden, in
C#

C#
abstract class AbstractCrime {
internal virtual int suggestSentence(){ /* lookup, etc. */ }
}
class HighMediaProfileCrime : AbstractCrime {
internal override int suggestSentence() {
return base.suggestSentence() + prAdvisor.suggestedSupplement();
}
}

40. In C# it’s base. In C++, it’s rather complicated; I’ll give the code for those who can read it, but I won’t
go into any detailed explanation. Just notice the common trick that allows us to still say super (or base if
you wish), even in the face of C++’s multiple inheritance.
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Figure 12.60
Overrides that use
the overridden, in
C++

C++
class AbstractCrime {
public:
virtual int suggestSentence() { /* lookup, etc. */ }
};
class HighMediaProfileCrime : public AbstractCrime {
public:
virtual int suggestSentence() {
return super::suggestSentence() + prAdvisor.suggestedSupplement();
}
private:
typedef AbstractCrime super;
// coupling reducing C++ idiom
// etc.
};

Do notice a couple of important things: whether or not you use super, you are still selfmessaging. The method that eventually runs, will run on the instance variables of the object
that is saying “super”. Don’t get the impression that there’s somehow an instance of the
superclass being messaged by an instance of the subclass; that would be a totally incorrect
picture.
Do note also that normally we always use this or self. Don’t get the impression that you
start using super as soon as there is a superclass. Using ordinary self-messaging through the
ordinary keyword is important, so we only use super when we are forced to.
Self-messaging allows one method of an object to use another method irrespective of
whether the method is unique to the class of the object, overridden by the class of the
object, delegated to the class of the object or inherited from the superclass of the object;
and self-messaging continues to work as methods are moved around during refactoring.
Using super is locking yourself to one arrangement.

12.9.7 Abstract classes
I’ll approach this topic from two different directions.
Where does the shared implementation move to?
Recall that we started the technical model with pure abstract types like the interface
(pABC) and concrete classes. We are now carrying out the process of locating (on the basis
of the evidence, not mere suspicion) shared implementation among those already sharing a
type. Sometimes we are expecting to find, in the concrete classes implementing a type, common code and variables. If we find enough commonality that we think it worthwhile to
move the code and variables “up” to a superclass, which superclass is it?
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Those in the greatest peril here are the C++ developers, because they have the wrong
superclass seductively beckoning them: “Here, give me – the pABC – the code, I can do
that.” And it could. But it shouldn’t. The pABCs of C++ put types into the type system. We
reduce coupling with object-orientation, but some coupling remains, and that coupling is
the types – types that clients depend upon and servers implement. To get the types right
and ensure that they have long-term stability, it turns out to be important to keep them free
of implementation. (See the start of The nature of inheritance on page 384.) Not only should
they start out free of implementation, they should remain free of implementation.
Java and C# developers who have started with interfaces face less of a temptation, since
you cannot put code and variables into an interface.
What we do is insert new superclasses between the concrete classes and the types. If we
have been working on the Dwelling interface and the Apartment and House concrete classes,
we consider moving any common implementation to a new superclass that sits between the
concrete classes and the interface (we consider a new ABC to sit between the concrete
classes and the pABC).
An interesting clue that we are on the right track as we try to ensure that the superclasses
are isolated, is the frequent difficulty in naming them well, and the frequent instability of
those names as the system evolves through its different versions. There are clear influences
on the name of an interface – generality mostly – there are clear influences on the name of
a concrete class – not intruding on the namespace of future alternative concrete classes –
but what would influence the naming of superclasses?
Figure 12.61
A new superclass

«interface»

Dwelling

Some find the UML’s use of
{} instead of «» a little
inconsistent, and would
prefer a keyword like
«abstract» or «ABC»

An alternative name might be
AbstractDwelling
{abstract}

DefaultDwellingImplementationMix_01

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

House

Apartment

One possibility, something that the Java library sometimes does, for example, is to put
the word “abstract” at the front of the superclass name. So we could consider AbstractDwelling; that’s what Figure 12.61 and Figure 12.62 illustrate. I don’t truly like that however: a
superclass is actually less abstract that the interface it is partially implementing. “Default”
would be an alternative prefix to “abstract”. I will be coming back to the subject of the iso-
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lation of the superclass layers, but in taking that approach, I for one am happy to call a
superclass something like DefaultDwellingImplementationMix_01, although I quite understand
that some would not like such a name, and would not use it.
One thing to watch out for is that you don’t name a superclass with a name that might be
needed for a type name at some point in the future. If you follow the upcoming guidelines
about isolating the superclass layers, that wouldn’t be too big a problem, but some kind of
artificiality in a superclass name is probably a good thing.
Why are superclasses abstract?
Let’s look at abstract classes in another way.
It is certain that a superclass (base class) will only code up part of the implementation of
the subclasses (derived classes). It is also highly likely, given all that we have said, that a
superclass will only code up part of any interface it implements. What does a superclass do
about interface obligations that it does not implement?
Figure 12.62
Abstract superclass

Java
interface Dwelling {
Address where();
int occupants();
// etc.
}
abstract class DefaultDwellingImplementationMix_01 implements Dwelling {
public abstract Address where(); // deferred to subclasses
public int occupants() { return occupants; } // default implementation
// etc.
private int occupants;
// etc.
}
final class House extends DefaultDwellingImplementationMix_01 {
public Address where() { /* house-specific code */ }
// doesn’t need to implement occupants
// etc.
private int floors;
// doesn’t need to declare occupants
// etc.
}

All our example languages’ compilers check that each obligation is fulfilled, including the
ones that the superclass is perhaps not intending to implement. In addition to providing
concrete methods that the subclasses can inherit, a superclass must declare abstract methods for those obligations it isn’t intending to implement. You will see how this is done in
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code, in some examples that we will soon reach (page 398 to page 399). In the UML, the
{abstract} constraint is included in the method specification string (and if you’re being
absolutely correct an abstract method is styled with an italic typeface).
If a class has abstract methods, it stands to reason that it cannot be instantiated otherwise object instances would exist that could not answer all their messages. So a class with
one or more abstract methods is itself abstract, hence abstract superclass or abstract base
class or ABC. In the UML {abstract} is added near the name of the superclass, and an italic
typeface is used (although I would have preferred the unofficial stereotype style like «ABC»
rather than the constraint style).
You could call such abstractness “technical abstractness”. Abstractness should go further however. A superclass shouldn’t be instantiated even if it could be – “conceptual
abstractness”, if you like. Imagine that at some point in the evolution of a superclass there
arrives a version where the superclass happens to have implementation for all the methods.
At that point, technically, the superclass could be instantiated, but it shouldn’t be. It’s best for
cohesion if our mechanisms tend to do one job each. The interface provides types for variables, parameters, returns, etc. Concrete classes provide object instances, i.e. get instantiated. Abstract classes already have enough to do transmitting default implementation along
with type; to have them make instances as well would be A BAD THING.
Languages like Java and C# where you can declare a class abstract even when it has no
“missing” code, have an advantage. You will find a big difference here between the original
perceptions of inheritance and the modern perception of inheritance; old object-oriented
programming texts frequently put forward examples of the power of having instances of
superclasses as well as instances of subclasses. No, no, no. There is peril not power. Don’t
do it. In ABC, the “A” belongs with the “B”, and the “B” belongs with the “A”.
Although not a programming book, this book is trying to be practical and there is a Java
(and C#) feature that hadn’t been strongly considered by design approaches, and which is a
very important thing to think about. If abstract methods are effectively mandating overriding, and if abstract classes are effectively mandating subclasses, can one do the opposite?
Yes one can, and it can be highly useful. The opposite of abstract in Java is final (and the
opposite of abstract in C# is sealed, and there is nothing specific in the syntax of C++,
although programming techniques can achieve the same effect).
Whereas an abstract class must have subclasses, a final class cannot. Why would we
want to do that? Superclasses must be designed to be superclasses. It’s no good if one day a class just
wanders into the role of superclass. A good default practice is to declare concrete classes
final. That way, no-one can come along and casually spoil your nice concrete class by using
it in the role of superclass. They will have to actually delete the final (or sealed) keyword;
and, hopefully, they will feel sufficiently furtive and guilty as they do it, to come and talk to
you about the situation. We are trying to avoid the FRAGILE SUPERCLASS. In Figure 12.62,
Figure 12.63, and Figure 12.64, for example, I have made the concrete classes final
(sealed).
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The fragile superclass
One of the advantages of object technology that was stressed earlier was maintainability.
“You can dive into a class and modify the instance variables and the impact of the change
will be small and exactly predictable”, we said. Altering the code of a concrete class has a
bigger potential impact of change but it’s not insupportable. Altering the members of a
superclass is altogether a different and more hazardous undertaking. This is another reason
why we keep stressing the importance of private instance variables. Picture that you are contemplating a change to a superclass. A change to a non-private instance variable will involve
examining each and every method of each and every subclass and of each and every subclass’ subclasses. Untenable.
A change to a method is bad enough, but not quite so bad. When changing a method one
is changing a messaged-for, cohesive (we hope) unit of functionality; and any maintenance
programmer would expect to preserve the effect – the semantics – of the method. Any use
by outsiders, or by self-messaging would be (should be) looking for the service a method
provides irrespective of the code through which the service is provided.
Nonetheless, changing any superclass is fraught. So we refer to fragile superclasses. This
is a universal experience. It’s not that some superclasses are fragile and some aren’t. A class
that is a superclass is a fragile class; it will tend to break unless treated with the greatest of
caution. You do not want this fate befalling your concrete classes, and there no reason it
should. Make your concrete classes final (or sealed).
If someone is eyeing your concrete class, thinking it would be nice to grab some of your
work via inheritance, get them to talk with you about some refactoring. Perhaps there is
code in your concrete class that could move up to a superclass. That might be OK. If your
useful stuff moves up to an existing or new superclass then both you and your petitioner
will be using concrete subclasses of this, still abstract, superclass.
Template method pattern
A moment ago, we looked at a technique, a pattern, that used overriding and self-messaging.
There is a pattern that illustrates abstract classes and self-messaging, this time a recognized
pattern with a name: the GoF template method pattern. This time we have realized that there
isn’t so much a core piece of code, but a core, high-level algorithm whose pieces can be
implemented appropriately by the subclasses.
Picture that prison sentence calculation again.41 Let’s say that again we discover there to
be several algorithms, and that this time there is no common core code. So we initially
assume that we have to have an abstract suggestSentence() method in the superclass that is
overridden in all the subclasses. However, we then realize that the outline of the algorithm
41. I wanted this book to avoid “silly” examples, and I wouldn’t want you to think I’m suggesting an
automatic sentencing system. This part of the example system is making suggestions to a lay judge in a
magistrate’s or police court, someone who is often an amateur. It is helping, or replacing, the clerk of the
court who advises the magistrate on the range of sentencing possibilities.
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is the same in all cases – the “template” if you like. There is always a basic range of possibilities that is determined by data held outside our system; there is always a possibility of an
increase for some reason; there is always a possibility of a decrease for some reason; and
there is always the possibility of leniency and commuting of sentence.
We consider putting a concrete template method in the superclass. All that the template
method does is self-message for other methods that carry out the predictable, constituent
steps. We have to ensure that each object has the subsidiary methods, so we declare the subsidiary methods as abstract in the superclass. In this case, suggestSentence() is implemented in the superclass and it uses self-messaging for int basicSentence(), int
sentenceIncrease(), int sentenceDecrease() and boolean commute(), each one of which is
an abstract method in the superclass and thus is forced to appear as a concrete method in
each and every subclass. See Figure 12.63, Figure 12.64 and Figure 12.65.
Figure 12.63
Template method
pattern in Java

Java
abstract class AbstractCrime {
int suggestSentence() {
return this.basicSentence() + this.sentenceIncrease() /* etc. */;
}
abstract int basicSentence();
abstract int sentenceIncrease();
//etc.
}
final class PublicHealthNuisance extends AbstractCrime {
int basicSentence() { /* particular algorithm */ }
int sentenceIncrease() { /* particular algorithm */ }
// etc.
}
final class TrafficOffense extends AbstractCrime {
int basicSentence() { /* particular algorithm */ }
int sentenceIncrease() { /* particular algorithm */ }
// etc.
}

To ensure we understand what’s going on, let’s picture an instance receiving the suggestSentence() message. It won’t be an instance of the abstract superclass of course. It will be
an instance of one of the concrete subclasses – PublicHealthNuisance or TrafficOffense,
for example. How does the instance respond? There will be no suggestSentence() method
in its class, so it will run the inherited suggestSentence() method and find itself self-messaging for basicSentence(), and the other methods. If basicSentence() is abstract in the
superclass then it will have been implemented in the subclasses, and a publicHealthNuisance will find itself running the basicSentence() from the PublicHealthNuisance class,
whereas a trafficOffense would find itself running the basicSentence() from the TrafficOffense class. Isn’t that rather elegant?
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Figure 12.64
Template method
pattern in C#

C#
abstract class AbstractCrime {
internal int suggestSentence() {
return this.basicSentence() + this.sentenceIncrease() /* etc. */;
}
abstract internal int basicSentence();
abstract internal int sentenceIncrease();
//etc.
}
sealed class PublicHealthNuisance : AbstractCrime {
override internal int basicSentence() { /* */ }
override internal int sentenceIncrease() { /* */ }
// etc.
}
sealed class TrafficOffense : AbstractCrime {
override internal int basicSentence() { /* */ }
override internal int sentenceIncrease() { /* */ }
// etc.
}

Figure 12.65
Template method
pattern in C++

C++
class AbstractCrime {
public:
virtual int suggestSentence() {
return this->basicSentence() + this->sentenceIncrease() /* etc. */;
}
virtual int basicSentence() = 0;
virtual int sentenceIncrease() = 0;
//etc.
};
class PublicHealthNuisance : public AbstractCrime {
virtual int basicSentence() { /* particular algorithm */ }
virtual int sentenceIncrease() { /* particular algorithm */ }
// etc.
};
class TrafficOffense : public AbstractCrime {
virtual int basicSentence() { /* particular algorithm */ }
virtual int sentenceIncrease() { /* particular algorithm */ }
// etc.
};
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Of course, should it turn out that one of the component methods is the same for enough
of the subclasses, it can move up to the superclass and out of those subclasses. The beauty
of it is that because a self-message is an ordinary method, and the ordinary binding rules are
followed, deleting a common method from 60% of the subclasses and popping it in the
superclass in place of the abstract method will require no other changes.
No pattern should be used, however, without a consideration of the forces42 bearing on
the situation. The thing you have to be very careful of with this pattern, is that you are absolutely certain of the template; that the template is how it must be for any and all subclasses
there are, or could ever be.

12.9.8 Inheritance of implementation versus composition
Already mentioned earlier but deserving a section of its own is the “has a versus is a” question. Actually, I don’t like that exact phrasing. To me, is a represents the instantiation of an
object from a class. I prefer the slightly more verbose phrasing of, “has a versus is a kind of ”.
It’s a frequently occurring design question. “I need to implement a CriminalRecord. A very
important part of a criminal record is going to be a list of some kind. I’ve been told that
there are all manner of wonderful list classes in the library. One book I read said that inheritance was the central feature of object-orientation. Should my CriminalRecord class inherit
from, say, LinkedList, or should there be an instance of linked list inside a typical instance of
CriminalRecord ?”
The way to answer this question has been mentioned a couple of times already: it’s the
Liskov Substitutability Principle (see the beginning of Classification (Generalization) on
page 167, for example). If you can honestly say that someone expecting an object of type
LinkedList would find it quite natural that a CriminalRecord object turned up, then it’s a type
relationship and one could consider inheriting implementation along with type. If on the
other hand, you feel that finding yourself using a CriminalRecord when you were expecting a
LinkedList would be kind of odd, strongly consider composition rather than inheritance.
I’ll summarize some of the benefits of using composition where it’s a possibility; where
you are after implementation alone, and not type and implementation:
■

per-instance rather than per-class;

■

object identities are preserved;

■

only the usual object technology coupling is involved: composite object methods simply
message for component object methods;

■

the composite object’s class can be read in the normal way; you don’t have to read it in
conjunction with all the details of the component class; all you need is the interface of
the component;

42. Patterns literature has a language all of its own, from the sensible “forces”, to the downright mystical
“quality without a name”.
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■

components are run time pluggable;

■

composition supports varying number of components as well as varying component
instances.

Delegation patterns
Let’s illustrate an elegant combination of has-a and is-a-kind-of via a delegation pattern. It’s
the GoF strategy pattern. The context is that of an object of an otherwise nicely cohesive
class providing a particular service where there are a variety of algorithms, each of which
would suit different circumstances. This could be a fast, inaccurate algorithm versus a slow,
accurate algorithm.
One thought would be to have a switch statement but switch statements degenerate very
quickly into anarchy under maintenance, and we suspect that there are other algorithms still
to come. The next thing that occurs to us is to use subclasses of the context class for each
variant. However:
■

the object instantiators would have to know about the constructors of the somewhat
artificial subclasses instead of having a single class to instantiate;

■

there are more variations still to come and we don’t really want to be forever tinkering
with the set of instantiated subclasses;

■

we don’t want a fragile superclass for such a tiny little problem; and

■

we would really like to be able to change algorithms at run time.
Figure 12.66 shows what we do.

Figure 12.66
The strategy pattern

«implementation class»

Fingerprint

Context object’s class

«methods»

match(Fingerprint unknown): boolean
…
Delegate
pointer

«interface»

PointsOfSimilarityAssessor
1..1

«messages»

pointsOfSimilarity(Fingerprint unknown): int
…

Delegate type

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

MinutiaeMatch

CorrelationMatch

«methods»

«methods»

pointsOfSimilarity(Fingerprint unknown): int
…

pointsOfSimilarity(Fingerprint unknown): int
…

…

Delegate object’s possible classes
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The context object’s class – the class we were originally contemplating – remains a fairly
simple concrete class. It has been given a reference (pointer) to a delegate object. When a
method of the context object needs the variant algorithm, it messages the delegate object to
do it, on its behalf. The type of the reference is an abstract type ensuring that the object is
suitable but the object is one of the various, very lightweight concrete strategy classes.
■

The details of instantiating the delegate objects are kept away from the client objects;

■

clients instantiate a single, non-fragile, concrete class; and

■

the algorithm can be changed at run time by swapping delegate objects.

There is a potential catch, and a good pattern always describes the losses as well as the
gains. The various algorithms will need varying amounts of information about the context
object – the fingerprint in this example. We could suffer high coupling if not careful. There
are various possibilities.
When the amount of information needed by the delegate is small and predictable, it can
be passed as argument. However, this becomes ungainly if the information required is copious and varies from algorithm to algorithm. The next possibility is an example of “turn it
around”: the context object passes itself as argument to the delegate object. Under some
circumstances a delegate could store a pointer to the context object. These only work if the
information can be obtained by messages. If the coupling needs to be tighter than that then
one must consider such language-specific mechanisms as friends, inners, etc. (Delegation is
given specific syntax support in C#.)
A final thought: libraries of superclasses rarely work whereas libraries of components’
classes stand a chance. Imagine trying to update anything but the most perfectly designed
superclass. It’s highly likely that users’ subclasses will stop working properly. The main route
to the successful use and reuse of superclasses is with frameworks rather than libraries.
Frameworks
If you are not familiar with the distinction between a library and a framework, it is sometimes said that a framework follows another sometime principle of object-orientation – the
Hollywood Principle – “Don’t call us, we’ll call you.”
The idea of a call-back has become familiar. When a discovery is made in one place that
is best handled in another place, the coupling can be kept minimal by having the handler
register itself as the handler somehow, somewhere. Then the handler doesn’t have to worry
about deploying functionality such that it can discover the event; having registered, it will be
called when the event occurs.
In frameworks like those used by Server Pages or CORBA, a working infrastructure has
been set up that is appropriate as the basis of handling a well-defined, recurring problem. In
those two examples, the problem is receiving a remote message of some kind and decoding
it in some way. The catch is that, while the nature of the remote messaging infrastructure is
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known, the response cannot be predicted. So a partial system – the framework – is created,
capable of running, but within which there are well-defined places where the developer
plugs in handlers or extenders of some kind or other.
A well-known pattern for one way of creating “sockets” that can be plugged into, is the
class adapter pattern where a superclass acts as the adapter. In CORBA, superclasses are generated for remote message receivers to inherit from (you may know them as skeletons rather
than adapters). The remote message receivers pick up all the onerous but predictable infrastructure mechanisms through these adapters, and are free to focus on the response to the
message. In web server pages, superclasses allow web request serving objects to inherit all
the tedious web protocol handling stuff and focus on the dynamic generation of web pages.
Libraries
What would one do if compelled to use a library of superclasses? Such a force might take
the design in directions that it wouldn’t otherwise have chosen. You would have to look at
the superclasses in question and ask yourself it they were providing you with types, implementation or both.
If the library’s superclasses were providing type alone they would be what I have termed
pABCs. (The likelihood is that this would be C++. That someone would use pABCs rather
than interfaces in Java or C# would be unusual.) Provided that the library’s types were necessary, reasonable types then that would be an acceptable, albeit unusual, library.
If the library’s superclasses were just providing implementation, then you would consider
private inheritance. (Again, such a library would tend to be a C++ library, and C++ offers
private inheritance, whereas Java and C#, and most other languages, don’t.) With private
inheritance, irrespective of what the visibilities of the superclass (base class) members are,
none of them are public in the subclass (derived class); none of them are visible from the
outside; none of them affect the interface. Having picked up their implementation, secretly,
from the library superclasses, your classes could pick up their types by publicly inheriting
from your own pABCs. Because you had been forced to use inheritance when you might
have preferred composition, when you would have preferred to restrict your inheritance to
honoring the principle of substitutability, you keep it a secret, as illustrated in Figure 12.67.
If the library’s superclasses were providing types and implementation, then you had better hope that the library was superbly designed, was hardly ever going to undergo any maintenance and was a library in name only, having more of the qualities of a framework.

12.9.9 Being sensible about multiple inheritance
As if these misgivings weren’t enough, among our example languages C++ also tempts us
with multiple inheritance. We have already mentioned this when we were discussing the type
system. If one superclass brings developers such a duty of care, mightn’t several superclasses be insupportable?
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C++

Figure 12.67
Reluctant
inheritance

class Persistent {
public:
void persist() { /* */ }
// etc.
};
class IDebt {
public:
virtual MonetaryAmount worth() = 0;
};
class Invoice : public IDebt, private Persistent {
public:
virtual MonetaryAmount worth() { /* */ }
// etc.
private:
// etc.
};

Some style guidelines ban multiple inheritance. That is too simplistic for our example
languages however. If we are considering multiple inheritance, then we are considering
C++, because Java and C# don’t have multiple inheritance. If we are considering C++ then
public inheritance is the only mechanism available to us with which we can give objects multiple types. In the approach suggested by this book, of which 85% is pretty mainstream, it is
important that an object can have more than one type. We have just seen an example of
library use where multiple inheritance was necessary.
So I would make the following rule: multiple inheritance is OK provided that none, or
just one, of the base classes (superclasses) has any implementation. Or, putting it another
way, in safe multiple inheritance, all the base classes should be pABCs, or all but one of the
base classes should be pABCs. Certainly if there are n base classes with implementation then
one isn’t facing difficulty × n, it’s more like difficulty n.
Summing up, a class can implement several interfaces (pABCs), an interface can
inherit from (extend) several interfaces, but a class should only inherit from one (abstract)
base class.

12.9.10 Pitfalls of implementation inheritance
These have been extensively covered, so the following is just a summary:
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■

setting up the implementation inheritance structure too early, when the evidence of
commonality of implementation isn’t available, or is going to change during test, debug
and fix (Sections 12.5.1 and 12.9.2)

■

underestimating the extra coupling (Sections 12.9.2 and 12.9.7)
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■

providing a library via a set of superclasses rather than via a set of components
(Frameworks and Libraries starting on page 402)

■

the fragile superclass (page 397)

■

using inheritance when composition would have been better (Section 12.9.8):

■

■

Inheritance relationships relate whole classes of instances.

■

Inheritance relationships are forged at compile time and are not run time pluggable.

■

Inheritance blurs boundaries: object identities are lost, explicitly message-based
dependencies are replaced by implicit dependencies.

■

Inheritance decisions are not as easily undone as are composition relationships.

overestimating the similarities of implementation between classes (Section 12.9.1)

12.9.11 Depicting abstract classes and inheritance
The word “inheritance” is rather interesting in that everyone talks about it and yet it isn’t
always used in our languages. Java talks of extension, C++ and C# talk of derivation, and
the UML often continues to call this the generalization relationship, although inheritance is
now an official UML term.
In this design section, I have been avoiding terms like “association” and “aggregation”
because, despite the laudable and hard work that’s gone into UML 2, the terms still are not
clear enough for my tastes. In a similar way I have avoided using the term “generalization”
here. I would also suggest you avoid trying to make precise correspondences between the
solid and dashed, triangle-headed relationship lines of our design diagrams with the triangle-headed relationship lines of subject matter models. Treat it like a question that shouldn’t
be asked; like what happens when you divide zero by zero. Out of tradition, we use the solid
triangle-headed line in subject matter models, and following Java’s keywords (C# doesn’t
use keyword in this area) we will draw the solid version between classes and classes, and
between interfaces and interfaces; and we will draw the dashed version between classes
and interfaces, as in Figure 12.68.
Figure 12.68
Classes,
superclasses,
interfaces and
superinterfaces

«implementation class»

«interface»

Building

Workplace

«implementation class»

«interface»

PoliceStation
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There is little reason to use much more than we have already mentioned. Abstract methods and abstract classes are indicated with the {abstract} “constraint” and an italic typeface. And, although currently only mentioned for state machines, there is no reason why we
can’t use {final} in a similar way for final classes and final methods. (Exactly what a final
method is, we will be coming to shortly. Final classes were covered on page 396.)
As mentioned in the subject matter model, there is what the UML calls a “shared target”
stylistic variation, where several specializations are gathered into a comb style. As long as
the generalizations are unlabeled (see Frills and furbelows on page 407), there is no difference
of interpretation. Figure 12.69 illustrates the alternative styles.
Figure 12.69
Separate versus
shared target style

Apartment

AbstractDwelling

Apartment

AbstractDwelling

House

House

C++ issues
Those wanting to be more specific to C++ might need a couple more stereotypes. This
could be because you need to distinguish your non-object-oriented designs from your
object-oriented design, or because you are not sure your developers are fully aware of all the
object-oriented C++ nuances and guidelines. The only kind of inheritance mentioned by the
UML is type-sharing implementation – what is called public inheritance or derivation in C++.
This is basically good. As we have spent quite some time saying, there is little reason to use
non-type-sharing inheritance in object-oriented development. Java and C# didn’t bother to
include the non-type-sharing inheritance – called private inheritance.43
However, there are times when private inheritance can make the best of a bad situation,
as we saw in our library example of Figure 12.67, in which, given a free hand, you would
have found a better design. For a UML diagram, you might elect to use a stereotype to indicate the private inheritance, as shown in Figure 12.70.
Figure 12.70
Reluctant private
inheritance

«implementation class»

Persistent

«implementation»

Invoice

«implementation» meant implementation (i.e. private) inheritance
in UML 1.x. There doesn’t seem to be an equivalent in UML 2.

43. Yes, the one in the middle exists as well. But I will have to leave you to consult a programming text
for the details of protected inheritance.
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Another situation that is specific to C++ among our example languages is known as the
“diamond of death” (DoD). This occurs when you have broken the multiple inheritance
rule about a concrete class only having one implementation-bearing superclass, but in a less
than obvious way. Look at Figure 12.71. The catch is that the two seemingly innocent base
classes (superclasses) themselves have a less-than-purely-abstract base class in common.
Figure 12.71
Multiple inheritance
and the diamond of
death

«implementation class»

In this illustration of the “diamond
of death”, it’s particularly important
to note the solid line’s indication of
multiple inheritance of implementation.

Person
«instance variables»

- surname : String
…

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

Employee

Employer

«implementation class»

Director

Does a director have
two surnames?

You, or even better your CASE tool, should carry out graph traversals to ensure that this
hasn’t happened. If it does happen the question is, how many copies of the base classes’
base class’ instance variables are inherited? Given the example of Figure 12.71, in C++ you
would inherit two copies of surname, unless you used C++’s virtual inheritance. In this situation, therefore, to be crystal clear that your design wants only one copy inherited, you might
unofficially mark the inheritances as «virtual».
(If you are going against the advice, about only one of several base classes having implementation, there is one more problem. What if the same method (same signature etc.) is
present in more than one base class? Your UML should follow the same rule as C++: you
must override in the derived class, even if all the override does is select (in its specification)
which base class method to use.)
Why don’t we have the same potential problem with a class that implements more than
one interface? Well, as long as interfaces use meaningful message names that clearly indicate
the semantics of the service, it doesn’t matter how many times a class is told that it must
implement, for example, traceOriginatingPhoneCell(Call).
Frills and furbelows
There are still, of course, the embellishments we have already mentioned when we looked at
the UML generalization relationship in the subject matter model (see page 230 et seq.). In my
kinds of models however, while such things as generalization sets and powertypes have a
small role during analysis, here in the technical model I wouldn’t use them at all.
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12.10 Case Study
12.10.1 Eating
We will pick up the “eating” structure where we last left it, on page 380. We had a type – the
Advertisable – and we had two concrete classes – MadeToOrderDish and Drink. Since that
CRC session, other CRC sessions have established the nature of PrepreparedDish objects.
We have implemented Advertisable, MadeToOrderDish, Drink and PrepreparedDish.
Furthermore, following staged development and delivery, we have been lucky enough to
get an early build to the point where a trial was run, and the interface and the two dish
classes have not only passed through in-house testing, they were successful during the trial.
Drink, on the other hand, turned out to be somewhat awkward to use. It covered bottles
of wine perfectly well – after all that was what the requirements tended to talk about and
most of the examples were bottles of wine – but it didn’t cover drinks from the bar very
well. It turns out that we can and will keep the cost price (price to the restaurant) for bottles
of wine but not for drinks from the bar (which could be mixtures like cocktails).
We also need to record bottles of wine in the inventory. Our design already has an
interface called StockItem which needs no changes. StockedIngredient, for example, is a
concrete class that already implements the StockItem interface. Assume that there are no
useful similarities between the drink implementation and the StockedIngredient implementation.
PrepreparedDish differs from MadeToOrderDish in that it has one extra method setting its
fixed preparation time; also it implements 2 of the 14 messages it shares with MadeToOrderDish differently to MadeToOrderDish. PrepreparedDish also has one extra instance variable
recording its fixed preparation time.
Of the 12 dish methods that are implemented identically by both dish classes, 10 methods are also implemented in the same way by the drink class – things like price(), description(), and the rather ominous sounding calorificValue(). An example of a difference
between dishes and drinks would be drinks knowing and reporting their alcoholic strength
and dishes reporting their portion weight.44
Propose a reasonable structure for factoring out and sharing common implementation,
and depict your decisions in a UML structure (“class”) diagram.
Focus on the structure rather than the details of the messages, methods and instance
variables. Just give sample details – differentiated and extra methods for example.

!

Turn the page when you are ready

44. As they do in Belgium for example.
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We will need to add another drink class. Figure 12.72 shows the results. We hit a name
problem that we were warned about. We called our original concrete class Drink. That was a
mistake however. It wasn’t focused enough for a concrete class name. It is going to look
unbalanced if we have one concrete class called BarDrink and another called Drink. Drink
would be a better name for a type. We grit our teeth and cross our fingers and change the
name of the original concrete class from Drink to CellarDrink. We track down all the places
it was mentioned. We find it was principally in new statements. (We wonder if we shouldn’t
have thought more about factory methods.)
We should be able to factor out common dish implementation into a superclass, and to
factor out implementation common to dishes and drinks into another superclass. We will
then need to plug those concrete classes and superclasses into the type system.
Would we have the four concrete classes individually declare their implementation of the
Advertisable interface, or could we say that as well as picking up default implementation
from a superclass, it would be natural to pick up being advertisable? The latter seems reasonable to me. (The very cautious would note, however, that if we went for the former and
the latter turned out to be correct then we could easily amend things, whereas if we went
with the latter and the former turned out to be correct then things would not be so easily
corrected.)
A reasonable name for the dish superclass would be AbstractDish or DefaultDish. While
I was scribbling ideas, I wrote down Dish, but that would go counter to the guideline about
not using up potential good type names on superclasses. Although, if we follow the suggestions for isolating the superclass layers (made earlier, and summarized in Strategic Structures
on page 412), we should find that if we need to modify the way the shared implementation
is held – with more superclasses or with more superclass layers – the impact will be low,
unlike changing a newed concrete class.
What did you call the superclass of the superclasses? Did you consult a thesaurus or a
colleague who was a crossword devotee? It took a while but I eventually came up with
DefaultComestible or DefaultVictual (or AbstractComestible or AbstractVictual). If you chose
DefaultDishDrinkImplementationMix01 however, don’t worry – if you follow the guidelines
just mentioned, there would currently only be two statements in the entire system where
you would need to refer to it.
Reflections
What would have happened if we had built in the implementation inheritance any earlier?
The kinds of things that are routinely discovered in testing and trials can wreak havoc with
premature inheritance decisions. It very nearly happened, for example, that PrepreparedDish was jettisoned. Users of the system during the trial always tended to use the MadeToOrderDish option, and 45% of a design review panel voted that just one dish class was
required with a switch statement in its deliveryTime() method. If the DefaultDish superclass had been created early on, and if PrepreparedDish had been abandoned, then we might
well have wasted our time creating the superclass.
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«interface»

DefaultComestible
{abstract}

Advertisable
«messages»

«methods»

name(): String
description(): String
price(): MonetaryAmount

~ calorificValue(): int
~ price(): MonetaryAmount
~ description(): String
…

«interface»

StockItem

«instance variables»

- description: String
…

«messages»

qtyOnHand(): float
…

DefaultDrink
{abstract}
«methods»

Dish

«methods»

«instance variables»

- alcolholicStrength: float
…

CellarDrink

«ABC»

DefaultDish
{abstract}

~ alcoholicStrength(): float
…

«implementation class»

(I’ve used the “proper” way to
depict my abstract superclasses.
I’d prefer something like this though.)

~ portionWeight(): Weight
…
«instance variables»

- gramPortionWeight: float
…

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

BarDrink

MadeToOrderDish

«methods»

~costPrice(): MonetaryAmount
~qtyOnHand(): float
…
«instance variables»

-qtyOnHand: float
…

«implementation class»

PrepreparedDish
«methods»

~preparationTime(Duration):void
…
«instance variables»

-minsPreparationTime: int
…

Figure 12.72 Case study – abstract superclasses and implementation inheritance

Note the {abstract} constraint (or you might have used an «abstract» or «ABC» keyword) of the superclasses in Figure 12.72. Hopefully your design remembered it and your
programmers will remember it.
Hopefully you checked the principle of substitutability and didn’t have anything like a
dish inheriting from a recipe.
You might have included the Recipe associate; that would be OK. Did you decide to
have cocktails and move Recipe up in the hierarchy? I’ve seen it suggested but I suspect that
it’s a bit too “clever”. Things should be as simple as possible, but no simpler than that.
You might have had the name() method as {abstract} in the DefaultComestible superclass, as there was a mild implication that it didn’t have a common implementation.
I hope you didn’t get rid of the Advertisable interface and replace it with the superclass.
If you did, you might re-read Where does the shared implementation move to? on page 393.
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12.11 Strategic Structures
The way in which we have approached interfaces, abstract superclasses and concrete classes
can be seen as not just tactical, but strategic.
There are not many “cookbook” architectures around; most of our success has been
with design patterns or micro-architectures. The model-view architecture mentioned during
the second model – object type design – is one of the few higher-level architectures (within
which several design patterns are deployed).
The way we have been structuring our interfaces, abstract superclasses and concrete
classes is sufficiently high-level and generally useful, however, that it qualifies as a modest
“cookbook” architecture. A summary and some extra detail is therefore warranted. Figure
12.73 gives an expanded picture of the suggestions.
Figure 12.73
Types,
superclasses
and concrete
classes

Type names
for declarations

Hidden names

Instantiation
names

{

{

«interface»

…
Layers of
interfaces–
the types
«interface»

«interface»
…

«ABC»
Layers of
superclasses–
the default
implementations

One layer of
concrete classes–
the object makers

«ABC»

…

«ABC»
…

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

«implementation class»

«imp

At the top and most visible: types
At the top we see layers of pure abstract types – interfaces (or pABCs in C++). There can
be more than one layer and such layering isn’t particularly difficult to get right or particularly troublesome. The names are fairly broad and inclusive without being vague or gray. We
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work very hard on these. Although not too difficult to get right, they are our inescapable,
maximum exposure, i.e. coupling. These are the types that our code tends to use for the
types of parameters, returns and variables, so we put in effort in order that they are as stable
as we can get them.
At the bottom and perhaps not quite so visible: concrete classes
At the bottom we see one layer of concrete classes. The job of the concrete classes is that of
object makers; our population of working instances is created by instantiating these concrete classes. There is only one layer because we are trying to limit the complexity of the
superclasses by at least being sure that they are never instantiated. Putting it another way –
one that you will frequently encounter in style guidelines – only instantiate the leaf-node
classes (if we consider this architecture to be a kind of tree).
There is a coupling dilemma in this layer, though. All our talk about polymorphism
applied to objects that were at the end of polymorphically typed pointer or reference. But
how did the object get there? The most obvious answer is something like (in Java or C#):
PortOfEntry startNode = new PublicAirport();

But while the startNode variable can easily be polymorphic, general and loosely coupled,
in this instantiating line of code we are forced to name the concrete class PublicAirport. If
the system were widened to include private airfields and grass runways, instantiation lines
like these will be impacted. For this reason at least, factory patterns are important and we will
be looking at them soon.
That having been said, standalone concrete classes are perfectly possible, especially if
they’re simple, stable value classes like durations, angles, or complex numbers; and note that
concrete classes don’t have to inherit – they can plug straight into the type system by implementing an interface.
In the middle and hopefully invisible: superclasses
OK. We have the top and the bottom. Now for the middle. And the trouble. We are going
to isolate the trickiest layers to get right – the superclasses. In one or more layers between the
types and the object makers, we locate any default, shareable implementation. Object-oriented software developers have discovered that superclasses are difficult to get right, they
are difficult to name, they are fragile, and they are unstable inasmuch as they can easily
change significantly as a system evolves through new versions.
One of the reasons for the strategic importance of this architecture is that these unstable
creatures can be kept away from variable, parameter and return declarations and away from
expressions in general. In fact the only place we need utter the names of the superclasses,
and the only place we are, in fact, going to utter the names of the superclasses is in the declarations of the subclasses. See Figure 12.74.
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Java
class House extends AbstractDwelling {
etc.
}

// The only mention, ever,
// of the superclass name.

class House : AbstractDwelling {
etc.
}

// The only mention, ever,
// of the superclass name.

C#

C++
class House : public AbstractDwelling {

// Nearly the only mention
// of the (non-pABC) superclass name;
// the typedef trick (see Figure 12.60) might mention it again.

};

And that is it as far as the grand, architectural stuff is concerned. We now move on to some
less strategic details.

12.12 Properties
Properties can be great when used correctly and consistently. The details vary from language
to language. Java and C++ do not have them. The basic idea is that you design the language’s syntax such that an expression that reads or writes a public instance variable of an
object, looks no different to an expression that calls a method taking or returning values of
the same type. In other words one has the option of switching from implementing a property of an object via a public instance variable, to implementing the exact same property via
method code acting on private variables, without any of the client expressions needing to
change.
We keep encapsulation – the outside world can’t tell if they are reading public variables
or running calculations – and programmers don’t have to code up trivial “get” and “set”
methods over and over again.
Languages without properties tend to get programmers into such a “get–set” habit that
they start doing it for any and all instance variables, and thus end up with thinly-disguised
data structures rather than objects.
On the other hand, languages with properties might encourage programmers to make
every piece of data into a property rather than distinguishing externally manifested properties from private instance variables.
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12.13.1 Method cohesion
A method in the context of its object should perform some service that helps the object be a
good and useful object, that helps the object represent what the object represents. As far as
a method taken out of context is concerned, however, the notion of its cohesion hasn’t
really changed since the 1970s.
A cohesive method implements a service of an object, all of that service and nothing but
that service. The mission statement of a cohesive method is singular, focused, short and
contains no “and”s or “to be continued”s. The name of the method should also reflect this
oneness, this focus (and be honest, complete, precise and colorful).
Apart from the name test, it’s quite difficult to describe cohesion. When originally proposed, cohesion was sometimes explained in terms of what it was not. A method that is an
arbitrary fragment of an original, bigger method isn’t going to be cohesive. A method that
happens to encapsulate a particular syntactic construct isn’t necessarily cohesive. A method
whose contents are chosen solely on the basis of all being needed at about the same point in
a run isn’t going to be cohesive. A method put together to handle a range of jobs that seem
similar in some, non-functional way – similar pattern of logic, for example – isn’t going to
be cohesive.45 Perhaps it’s actually straightforward after all: a method should do one job, the
whole of that job, and nothing but that job. Anything else is simply asking for trouble.

12.13.2 Method coupling
If cohesion hasn’t changed a great deal, coupling has. Object technology changes the main
inter-routine communication mechanism, and it is not between routines anymore. With a
function call, we have routine coupled to routine – code coupled to code – but with a message, we have a routine (a method) coupled to an object, and that object has flexibility in
“choosing” its response. So we start with an innate reduction in coupling by “distributing
the intelligence” (Wirfs-Brock): client methods become simpler and server objects become
cleverer.
Nonetheless, all the guidelines for minimizing the remaining coupling still hold true:
■

Communication should be via arguments and return alone.

■

The smaller the number of arguments, the better – one (or none) being the ideal.

■

And those arguments should not be “switches”.

45. These, worst levels of cohesion were known respectively as coincidental, procedural, temporal and
logical cohesion. The best was known as functional cohesion. There were two other levels of cohesion
between the worst and the best. Interestingly, checking up on the terms just now, I note that the authors
(Constantine and Yourdon, Structured Design, 1978) realized that in the poor levels of cohesion, there was
every kind of relationship between the lines of code except being related by the data operated upon. One
could almost hear objects galloping to the rescue from just below the horizon – cohesive data structures
that process themselves using cohesive methods.
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Classic coupling
One thing that raises the coupling between pieces of code is when the communication is
implicit and must be deduced, rather than being explicit and simply read. We are talking
about the global variable or the common block. If a routine sends a message accompanied
by an argument expression, we see, before our very eyes, a description of a coupling. If one
routine writes to a global variable and another routine reads that global variable, at least as
much mechanical coupling exists, but because we are more worried about maintaining code
than originating it, the non-explicit nature of the global variable dependency makes the coupling in fact much, much worse. Now you may be smiling to yourself and thinking that your
language doesn’t have globals; however, class variables are close enough to global that they
do seriously increase the coupling. When we cover class variables in a moment, we will want
to minimize them.46
The greater the number of arguments, the more work the communicators must put in to
their communication, the more chance there is that something will go wrong, and the more
likelihood there is that modification will be difficult and have a high impact of change. In
“the old days”, this was not always an easy guideline to stick to. With objects, one should
have no difficulty at all sticking to it. Whereas in a previous era one might have ruefully
acknowledged that there indeed seemed to be no way to get by with any less than nine floating point number arguments, it is almost certain today that you can send one object that can
answer nine questions posed by the receiving method when it arrives. Perhaps even more
importantly, if a version change results in a cleverer argument object that can answer ten
questions when it arrives, there are no changes needed to the message expressions of all the
original clients! Marvellous.
The acceptable kinds of arguments are a simple data value or an object. What we don’t
want is a switch. So what exactly is a “switch”? Whereas a data value is processed by the one
algorithm – you just turn the handle, process the input in the same old way, and out comes
the output – a switch changes the algorithm. Ipso facto, if you are able to change the functioning of your client’s algorithm, you have broken the need to know principle with a vengeance. And that’s high coupling and that’s bad. Any change to the client or to the server
will probably break the other.
In most languages we don’t usually need to worry about the number of returns; or do
we? It depends on how you use your arguments. Most people, myself included, prefer to use
methods as functions in the mathematical sense. That means that when one sends arguments to a method there should be one unambiguous result – the inputs determine the output but don’t get changed. FORTRAN programmers and Ada programmers may have got
into a habit of using pass-by-reference arguments to sneakily get more than one answer
back. You send in some argument references in the expectation that the receiving routine
46. Out of historical interest, and as a salutary tale, I will mention the worse kind of coupling, a kind of
coupling that hasn’t had language support for a long time, but which was originally thought was going to
be one of the great features of stored program computers back in the 1950s. It was called hybrid coupling and it was when one routine modified the code of another!
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will modify those arguments, and that because they are pass-by-reference and the “real
thing”, the calling routine can read the changes and thus get back more than one answer.
Again, more than one answer obviously increases the coupling and the routes of transmission of impact of change. And again, objects come to our rescue. When an object is
returned to a method, the method can, if it needs, send that returned object many different,
low-coupling messages.
Modern coupling
The instance variable is a new creature. Classically we didn’t worry about the coupling
between a function and its local variables, because their locality – in space and in time – was
very strong. And we still don’t worry much about local variables. An instance variable is
more persistent however. Although it’s internal to an object, we must minimize the coupling
between a method and the instance variables. Partly this will be stating the obvious: don’t
fiddle with instance variables that you don’t need to. The most important thing though is a
reminder: self-messaging for an interface service that happens to be implemented simply by
reading an instance variable, is better than accessing that instance variable directly.
Picture, or actually create, a matrix showing each instance variable on one axis and each
method on the other axis. Put a mark for read or write at each intersection where a method
accesses an instance variable. The happy situation is a matrix that tends toward a maximum
of one read and one write mark for each instance variable, as illustrated in Table 12.3.
Table 12.3

instanceVar1

Instance variable
access matrix

method1

instanceVar2

Read

Read

method2

Read

method3

Write

method4

instanceVar3

Write

12.13.3 Method visibility
We covered most of the details of method visibility when we were considering inheritance
of implementation. (See Visibility on page 387.) There are various populations of objects to
which might be granted the right to message for some method, and Table 12.4 shows how
our example languages do it.
It’s rather an unholy mess. I tend to blame Java. One of its very few mistakes, in my opinion, was to have protected mean something different to its original C++ meaning. C# has put
it back to its C++ (and UML) meaning. You will just have to ensure that you thoroughly
understand your chosen language.
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Population

C++

Java

C#

All classes

public

public

public

Classes in package + subclasses

protected

internal
protected

All classes in package

package

internal

All subclasses

protected

Defining class alone

private

protected
private

private

The default visibilities in the languages are a mess as well. Java’s default is package, which
is good for methods but bad for instance variables; worse, if you do want package and move
from language to language, you can’t actually write it in Java, you get it by writing nothing. I
can’t help feeling that Java’s visibilities were defined late on a Friday when The Powers That
Be were having a long weekend.
A default visibility of public would not be sensible; it would be far too dangerous.
C++ and C# have a default of private, which is fine for the instance variables but too
restrictive for the methods.
I will abandon language specifics and talk in general terms:
■

Don’t get into the habit of making all methods public. Package or internal is a better
default. Methods can always be opened up to public later. If they start as public, there’s
no going back.

■

If you have a moderate degree of trust in your adherence to the kinds of design
principles discussed in this book, private methods will not be all that common,
protected (a là UML, C++ or C#) would be the usual choice for methods that don’t go
on the interface but which are provided for self-messaging.

■

If you do decide, or someone convinces you, to make a method public, take great care
with its signature (name and parameter(s)).

12.13.4 Method names and signatures
Messages valuably reduce the coupling compared with function calls but obviously not to
zero. In fact if we follow all the advice given so far, such as avoiding unnecessary class variables, messages constitute the major source of coupling that remains.
We have already mentioned the sinful practice of inside-out design (see page 265). We have
mentioned the reason why I don’t like the “get” and “set” method name prefixes (although
I fully understand that there are those I will not be able to convince: “Look, Java Beans does
it!”). Another way of expressing those two thoughts is: don’t name a method for how it
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works, name it for the service it provides. If a method works by reading an instance variable
in version 1 but moves to a more sophisticated calculation basis in version 2, you will regret
calling it get_version1_variable().
We use the term signature a lot in object-orientation. Generally speaking, it means name
+ ordered list of argument types.
Figure 12.75
Signature

«implementation class»

Route
«methods»

townsTransited(corridorInKilometers: int): Town[0..∗] {list}
…

list<Town> townsTransited(int corridorInKilometers);
// …

If you had a method called townsTransited, and it took no arguments, its signature
would be townsTransited(). If it took an int argument, as it does in Figure 12.75, its signature would be townsTransited(int). With int and string arguments, townsTransited(int,
string). With string and int arguments, townsTransited(string, int). The signature of a
message is matched (bound) to an available method of the object receiving the message. In
our example languages, the class and the superclasses of the receiving object would be
searched for the method with the matching signature. The details vary a tiny bit from language to language; C++ for example, includes whether or not a method alters its object
(const member function) as part of the signature.
This means, of course, that we can use a method name more than once in a class because
the arguments still distinguish among the methods. Reusing names like this is sometimes
known as overloading. Naturally, we should only do it to methods with similar semantics.
Note that in none of the example languages does the return type figure in the signature –
in message to method binding.
Polymorphism
Consider polymorphism. Support polymorphism. Support future polymorphism. Someone
writing a method must realize that unless it’s guaranteed always to be restricted to self-messaging, the signature doesn’t “belong” to the developer. The signature of any method that
might end up on the object’s interface belongs to all the other objects.
Do not design a signature that is inadvertently (surely not willfully?) the same as that of a
method providing a totally different service.
Do not invent a new signature for a method when objects of other classes are already
providing the same service using another signature. Support possible future polymorphism
and use the same signature.
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12.13.5 Exceptions
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